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Get in touch with
a different kind of remote.

vw.com
Optional accessories shown. Always ensure that your vehicle is equipped with appropriate tires and equipment and always adjust your speed and driving style to the road, 
terrain, traffi c, and weather conditions. See Owner’s Manual for further details and important limitations. ©2016 Volkswagen of America, Inc.

Introducing the new Volkswagen Golf Alltrack with 4MOTION® all-wheel drive.
Soon to be everywhere.

When it comes to the moments we remember, how many take place in your living room? If you’re still 
trying to recall, perhaps it’s time to reacquaint yourself with a world beyond Wi-Fi, where the stunning 
beauty of a vista in front of you is not virtual reality but reality reality. The Golf Alltrack comes with 
4MOTION all-wheel drive, Off-Road Mode, and enough turbocharged power to motivate you off the couch. 
Because happiness favors the spontaneous.
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Fox Week
The MLB playoffs begin. Tom Brady returns. Middleweight
champ Michael Bisping fights Dan Henderson in UFC 204.
Oklahoma and Texas meet in the Red River Showdown.
Weeks like this are what sports fans live for—and it’s the
perfect time to launch the digital partnership between
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED and Fox Sports. More than a year in
the making, the combo joins together two of the most
powerful voices in sports to drive the sports conversation
in real time. It also brings some of sports journalism’s
top talent to Fox’s biggest TV events. On Oct. 7, SI’s

Andy Staples will sit with Fox’s Joel Klatt during Klatt’s
college football live show from the grounds of the Texas
State Fair in Dallas to preview Oklahoma-Texas and the
entire weekend in college football. For the MLB playoffs,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED senior writer Tom Verducci and Fox’s
Ken Rosenthal will join the network’s digital NLCS pre-
pregame show. You’ll also see SPORTS ILLUSTRATED content
on Foxsports.com, and SI’s and Fox Sports’ social media
teams will work together to keep you better informed
about the players and games that you love. ±
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Keurig, the Cup and Star design, Keurig Brewed and K-Cup® are trademarks of Ke g © .

WHY SETTLE FOR A SINGLE 
GOOD CUP OF COFFEE, 

WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE 
EVERY SINGLE TIME.

WHY SETTLE FOR A SINGLE 
GOOD CUP OF COFFEE, 

WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE 
EVERY SINGLE TIME.

WHY SETTLE FOR A SINGLE 
GOOD CUP OF COFFEE, 

WHEN YOU CAN HAVE A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE 
EVERY SINGLE TIME.

    EACH MAXWELL HOUSE BLEND IS 
  FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF BEAN
DELICIOUS CUP IS GOOD TO THE L



In the end, democracy won.
For years U.S. Ryder Cup teams have been

hampered by the dictatorial style of their
captains, self-styled leaders of men who
declined to consult with their predecessors and
treated the players like cannon fodder. In 2014,
Tom Watson brought a Kremlin-style secrecy
and paranoia to his captaincy, and after the U.S.
lost for the sixth time in the last seven Cups,
Phil Mickelson made himself an agent of change
by shredding Watson in an exquisitely awkward
team press conference. It was the Ryder Cup
equivalent of President Reagan saying, “Mr.
Gorbachev, tear down this wall.”

In the two angst-filled years that followed,
the PGA of America changed everything about
the way it runs the Ryder Cup, beginning with a
much ballyhooed 11-member task force in which
Mickelson was the most activist participant.
Davis Love III was part of it too, and when the
task force named Love the captain for last week’s
41st Ryder Cup, it was reminiscent of Dick Cheney
chairing a committee to find George W. Bush a vice
president and then selecting himself. But Love is
a consensus-builder at heart, and he sublimated
his ego and developed a system dedicated to
transparency, communication and collaboration.
Love brought an unprecedented five vice captains
to Hazeltine National Golf Club in Chaska, Minn.,
including Tiger Woods, who in his ongoing exile
suddenly needs the Ryder Cup more than it needs
him. Love allowed his veterans to weigh in on his
four captain’s picks and changed the qualifying
system to allow a hot player to be imported at
the last minute; thus Ryan Moore joined the
team just five days before the first tee shot was
struck. Once the players reached Hazeltine, Love
empowered Mickelson to be a de facto playing

American Revival
BY A L A N SHIPNUCK
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RED-HOT
Fans packed Hazeltine National to watch
the U.S. win the Ryder Cup for the first time
in eight years, and in convincing fashion.





captain, and the 46-year-old warrior grinded as if
his reputation depended on it, which it kind of did.
Love let his charges express whom they’d like to
play with and often deferred to his vice captains
when it came to the pairings. He even employed
his designated cart driver, 22-year-old son Dru,
as a double agent. “He’s the same age as half my
team, and he’s friends with them,” says Love, “so
he’ll come up to me and say, Jordan [Spieth] said
this, or Rickie [Fowler] said that. Or they’ll be like,
Hey, go tell your dad such-and-such. I’ve got all
these guys giving me information; my job is just
to sift through it.”

There is no better illustration of the dedication
to team-building than the fact that Woods texted
Mickelson—a careerlong antagonist—so often in
the last few months that Amy Mickelson says her
hubby and Tiger “were like BFFs.” At Hazeltine the
cohesion and buy-in led to players competing with
a palpable hunger, and the U.S. swept the opening
foursomes session last Friday morning for the
first time since 1975, ultimately pounding Europe
17–11. Fittingly, it was Moore who delivered the
winning point on Sunday evening, and afterward
he deflected the glory, saying, “This was for Davis.
I’m just happy I could justify his faith in me.”

Love pushed all the right buttons and
Mickelson (who went 2-1-1) enjoyed a cult of
personality, but it was Patrick Reed, 26, who
defined this victory. In only his second Cup he
has emerged as the heart and soul of the U.S.
team, the quality of his golf surpassed only by
the lustiness of his on-course celebrations.
After three sessions Europe had closed the gap
to 61⁄2–51⁄2, but on Saturday afternoon Reed
led an American surge in four-balls. (Love had
considered resting him, but Woods vociferously
insisted that Reed play.) With his partner Spieth
exhibiting middling play, Reed single-handedly
dispatched the top European team of Henrik
Stenson and Justin Rose, helping to push the U.S.
lead to 91⁄2–61⁄2. By the end of the second day,
every American had earned at least one point,
the first time that had happened since 1975.

To have any chance in Sunday singles the
Europeans needed a fast start, so there was little
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NOT SO FAST, MY FRIEND
McIlroy goaded the crowd after making birdie
at the 8th, but Reed responded with a deuce
of his own, then fist-bumped his foe.





doubt who captain Darren Clarke would bat
leadoff. Throughout the week the fans found an
unlikely target in Rory McIlroy. Europe’s alpha
male twisted his face into a scowl, and his
gestures toward the crowd took on an angry,
badass edge; the more McIlroy was heckled,
the better he played. Only Reed, whose over-
the-top histrionics had the massive galleries
at full-throat, seemed capable of combatting
McIlroy’s mojo, but Love wavered before
submitting his lineup. “The back-office team
wanted him first so that’s what we did,” says
Love. “I asked one question and they said, ‘No,
this is what we’re going to do.’ ”

At one point on the front nine McIlroy birdied
five of six holes but went from 1 up to all
square. In a sequence that immediately passed
into Ryder Cup lore, McIlroy made a 50-foot
birdie putt on the 8th hole, loosed a primal
scream and, cupping his ears, bellowed at the
gallery, “I can’t hear you!” Reed then buried
a 30-footer to halve the hole, celebrating
by wagging his finger at his opponent. They
exchanged admiring fist bumps, but Rory never
recovered, bogeying three of the next five
holes and getting closed out by a Reed birdie
on 18. Rory, we can’t hear you.

When the Cup was finally clinched, tears flowed
among many of the Americans. (Bubba Watson
was the leakiest of the bunch, and he didn’t hit a
shot, serving as one of Love’s lieutenants after
being passed over for Moore.) Jimmy Walker
called it “the ultimate team victory. Every player,
every caddie, every vice captain felt like they had
a voice, and everyone felt deeply invested in our
success.” Listening in, Walker’s wife, Erin, said,
“Your headline should be TASK FORCE WINS 17–11.”

That’s selling the U.S. players short; they
produced golf that Mickelson called “some of the
finest I’ve ever seen.” But it was Phil’s advocacy
and Love’s leadership that put them in a position
to succeed and led to the kind of giddiness that
had Bubba planting a smooch on Moore’s cheek
and telling him that he loved him. The unlikely
hero rolled his eyes and said, “The Ryder Cup
does funny things to people.” ±
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LOVE STORY
The Cup in their captain’s hand, U.S. players
celebrated with their significant others, while
Fowler was the picture of contentment.
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Lamar Jackson is a
phenomenal athlete
with a promising
career ahead of him
(The New Superman).
Louisville is a force
because of him;
without him, I don’t
think the Cardinals
would even be able
to win their own
spring game.

Jon Johnson
Sidney, Ohio

SCORECARD
Will Leitch, in his
essay about Colin
Kaepernick’s
protest, seems to
have changed the
narrative of the
p bl ’ roar,
w ’ about
the m g behind
K k’s
a b t rather
h method of
p g racial

America
w ll be
p f b t it still
a dom

f on and
es for

ad nt by
a ens.
T d shallow
conversations do
n d h subject
j do

dvance
solutions.

C ll Pl er
F , C.

Your recent interview of Mike
Tyson was repugnant. How dare
you talk to a convicted rapist
about fatherhood and how he
keeps in shape? He wreaked
unimaginable pain on an 18-year-
old girl, and L. Jon Wertheim has
the gall to ask Tyson if he had

“empathy” when he was fighting? Are you kidding me?
Jon Peterson, Westfield, N.J.

I recently subscribed again to SI and
was impressed by your coverage of
the human dimensions of sports and
athletes—including the pieces on Tyson
and Swift, and especially the moving
photographs from the Paralympics
(LEADING OFF).
Thank you
for sharing
with us these
deeper looks.
Aamir A. Rehman
Princeton Junction, N.J.

S.L. Price has written a priceless piece
about Aliquippa, Pa., a town stripped
of glory (No Easy Way Out). I’ll admit,
I began reading, thinking, “Here we
go—another pandering tribute to a
town that claimed drugs and crime
steered it toward its demise.” But
by the end my curmudgeonly views
were softened—even lifted.
Paul Morrison, Canonsburg, Pa.

Reading Chris Ballard’s
story on Robert
Swift (Out from the
Darkness) made me
appreciate the NBA’s
2005 eligibility rule,
which requires players
to take a gap year
after high school. I
can’t h l b t thi k
what could have
bee f S f h d
matured before
decl
for the
draf .
Zack
Ben-E
Fort La

ude the writer’s full name, addresdresdresddddresdddrererrrrreeeeeeeesesrreee s and home telephone number and may be ed

narrative of
public’s upr
which isn’t 
the meaning
Kaepernick
actions but
his methodd
protesting 
injustice. Am
will never b
perfect, but
allows freed
of expressi
opportuniti
advanceme
all its citize
Tweets and
conversatio
not do this s
justice, nor
they help ad
solutions.

Carroll Play
Florence, S.C
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Beyond Words
Seahawks receiver Doug Baldwin, a graduate of Stanford

and the son of a police officer, talks about athlete activism
and the attempt to effect change

BY L .  JON W ER THEIM

SI: It looks as if
Colin Kaepernick

sparked this conversation,
and, in football terms,
you ran with it.
DOUG BALDWIN: Colin
Kaepernick was the leader
in stepping up. And he
took the brunt of the hits

father was a policeman: Do
you have a sense of being
singularly well positioned
to speak on this issue?
DB: I wouldn’t say that, but
I feel like, yes, I do have
things that have happened
in my life that have directed
me in this way. But I also do
a lot of research. I read. I try
to gain as much knowledge
as I can and listen to people
because I don’t know what I
don’t know.
SI: What has really struck
you, reading about this?
DB: So many things have
opened my eyes. And it’s
on both sides. And what it
comes down to is empathy
for one another. For the
police officer to have
empathy for the civilian,
but also for the civilian to
recognize that the officer
has a very difficult job.
SI: Protest can be powerful,
but activism is different.
You’re holding meetings
with an attorney general,
police monitors. Why did
you choose this approach?
DB: Because I didn’t know
all the information. I think
sometimes it’s difficult
for anybody to come to a
conclusion outside of their
emotional response, and
that’s what I wanted to
do. I wanted to eliminate
my emotional response
and make an informed
decision.
SI: What have you learned?
DB: Lots. That training
for law enforcement is
not universal across
the country, that there
are different definitions

for it. I’m thankful for
that because he got the
conversation started.
SI: So, for your involvement,
why you? Why now?
DB: As a human being,
when I see things going on
in my community, I feel
compelled to do something,

to say something. And this
is a situation that I was
passionate about. It hit
my heart. My father being
a police officer, growing
up in the South [Gulf
Breeze, Fla.], things I’ve
experienced, it connected.
SI: You mentioned your
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of de-escalation, and I
think that’s where the
root of the problem is.
It’s not providing our law
enforcement with the
training or the resources to
protect themselves.
SI: Do these vary from
region to region?
Situation to situation?
DB: There are 18,000 [law
enforcement agencies] in
this country, and they all
have their own specific
training regimen, their
own policies. So it’s hard to
impact them at a national
level because most of them
are controlled locally.
SI: How much of this is
about a culture and a power
dynamic, and how much
of this is about race?
DB: I think a lot of these
issues are pushed by
the narrative of race, as

we see systemic poverty
intersect with race. But at
the same time, there are
other situations that occur
that have nothing to do
with race or we perceive
that they have nothing to
do with race. And those
situations are not O.K.,
either. So it’s not just one
community. It’s a much
greater picture than that.
SI: Michael Bennett,
your teammate, said
it would help if a white
player joined the fight.
Do you agree with that?

DB: I do. I’m a religious
man. I believe in God. And
ultimately I don’t think this
is a skin issue. I think it’s a
sin issue. What I mean is,
whether you want to look
at it as a black-and-white
thing or as a systemic-
poverty thing, it doesn’t
matter. It’s just sin. And
there are things that we can
do as individuals to help
each other get to the point
where it’s a more cohesive
relationship.
SI: What do you tell your
14-year-old brother about
an encounter with police?
DB: I told him to do
everything they tell you
to do. Put your hands on
the steering wheel if you’re
pulled over. Don’t make
any sudden movements.
Say, “Yes, sir,” and “No, sir.”
Look them in the eye. Make

sure that you’re complying
with everything they tell
you to do.
SI: What if he didn’t
do anything?
DB: When somebody says, “I
didn’t do anything wrong,”
that’s a viable, reasonable
response, but I would
say that law enforcement
has a very difficult job.
[Officers’] lives are on the
line. And sometimes it may
be difficult for them to
perceive what a true threat
is. So if you can eliminate
that [uncertainty] in any

manner, you should.
SI: What’s your relationship
with Kaepernick?
DB: We didn’t really have
a personal relationship
prior to this. However,
when he started to take a
knee, I felt compelled to
reach out. I knew he was
getting a lot of negativity
thrown his way, confusing
messages, and I wanted to
let him know that people
supported him and his
message.
SI: What do you mean,
confusing messages?
DB: Well, the situation
turned into an issue about
the national anthem,
about disrespect for the
military, which it was
not intended to be. It was
more about [aggressive
policing], and that’s what I
was hinting at.
SI: How’d he take that?
DB: Positively. He has
stayed relatively positive,
through the death threats,
through the negativity on
social media and on the
news. And I think that’s a
tribute to his true cause.
SI: How do you respond
to such threats?
DB: The same way Colin
did. I’m not going to be
quieted. And if something
were to happen to me that
would further prove
point that there are i
in our culture that n
to be changed. �

Read a longer version f
interview at SI.com/b n
or watch 60 Minutes p
on Showtime.

503 300
Yards passing, by
Falcons quarterback
Matt Ryan, and
receiving, by teammate
Julio Jones, respectively,
on Sunday. Both players
set franchise records
in Atlanta’s 48–33 win
over the Panthers at
the Georgia Dome.

1–1
Final score of last
Thursday’s game
between the Cubs
and the Pirates in
Pittsburgh, the first
tie in major league
baseball in 11 years. The
game was stopped for
rain in the sixth inning
and, because it had no
playoff implications,
it was not made up.

65
Points, combined, that
Tennessee has trailed
in its five games this
season. Still, the
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“Other situations occur that
have nothing to do with race
and those are not O.K., either.”



THE IMAGES OF
Don Larsen’s World

Series perfect game on
Oct. 8, 1956, are iconic—
and black and white. The
famous photographs of
Larsen’s last pitch and Yogi
Berra’s joyous leap into
his arms, as well as the
kinescope of the NBC game
telecast discovered in 2006,
are eternal and eternally
monochromatic.

But there are color photos
of the only perfect game
in World Series history,
a 2–0 Yankees win that
gave them a 3–2 series lead
over the Dodgers. In 1999
an unidentified woman
walked into a Florida hotel
in response to a newspaper
ad from a memorabilia
dealer. She brought her late
husband’s 1956 World Series
Game 5 ticket stub and
program (incongruously
autographed by Ed

AS OF LAST SUNDAY, Orioles catcher Caleb Joseph had gone
388 days without an RBI. That includes all 141 of his 2016 plate

appearances, making him the first nonpitcher since 1920 to make at
least 98 PAs and go a full season without driving in a run. He joins a
list of players who have flourished at futility. —Stephanie Apstein

Sullivan). And, almost as
an afterthought, she said
she had a box of slides he’d
taken that day while trying
out his brand new color
camera.

The treasures were the
program and the stub,
each quickly sold to eager
collectors. The slides? I
bought them five years ago,
intending to publish them
in the right venue.

The problem is that
even though the slides
show Larsen’s masterpiece

in color, they don’t
show much of it. The
photographer had no
particular skill, nor did he
have anything resembling
a long lens. Shot from
the bleachers, more than
400 feet from the batter’s
box, Don Larsen is a
discernible but indistinct
figure. There’s a decent
image of Mickey Mantle,
back to the camera (top),
but while the photographer
had six pictures left to
take as Larsen completed

history, he used none of
them on the last pitch,
or Berra’s leap, or the
Yankees’ celebration. He
saved these slides for two
shots of the scoreboard,
two of the Yankee Stadium
monuments and two of
Sullivan signing those
autographs (left).

Yet the anonymous
fan gives us what the
professionals did not:
the verdant, smoky glare
of the ballpark on a
perfect October afternoon
60 years ago. Somewhere
in the stands is 16-year-old
Joe Torre. Somewhere in
the almost imperceptible
press box is 28-year-old
Vin Scully. And this is to
say nothing of the hope
our fan-with-camera gives
us that somewhere there
is another small box full
of color pictures taken by
another fan—hopefully
one who had better seats. ±

Pitch
Perfect
Larsen shines again

N body Home
An RBI record of ill repute

BY KEITH OLBERMANN
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GUE

   1995–96    Nets     Yinka Dare    Games played without an assist, 58

NFL    1991        Jets     Al Toon Targets without a receiving touchdown, 117

NHL    1967–68    Blackhawks     Gilles Marotte    Shots on goal without scoring, 153

NFL    1972        Colts     Boris Shlapak    Field goals attempted without a make, 8

NCAA BB   2007–08    NJIT           Team          Most losses without a win, 29

YEAR TEAM PL AYER RECORD

autographed by Ed

An RB
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SCORECARD

FIRST LOOK
Two of the only

known color
photos of Larsen’s
perfect game. See

the collection at
SI.com/larsen





MANY WNBA PLAYERS spend
winters playing overseas, but th

6' 2" forward for the Los Angeles Spa s
has deeper international experience t
most: Her parents were born in Nige .
She credits her time with Russian Pr r
League team Dynamo Kursk (where he
played the last two seasons) for helpi r
to develop into an offensive force. “T y
wanted me to shoot all the time,” she .
“That’s uncomfortable, but you get u
to it.” This season, Ogwumike, 26, se
career highs in points (19.7 per game d
rebounds (9.1), while shooting 66.5%
the field, second best in WNBA histo y.
Named league MVP last week, she has
L.A. on the cusp of reaching the Fina
the first time since 2003. —Dan G

Nneka
Ogwumike

ON “FEMALE ATHLETES”
“When people recognize us, a
lot of times they say, ‘Oh, you’re
a female basketball player!’
Or, ‘You play girls’ basketball!’
It sounds horrible. I think
[that perception] is definitely
changing—not just in my sport
but all over the place. It’s
awesome. This summer I’ve had
so many young boys come up
to me: ‘Omigod, you play for the
Sparks!’ I think that’s part of
the revolution—not just giving
women the opportunity to be
treated equally as athletes, but
also to have fans of all kinds.”

ON WHY SHE THINKS THAT
REVOLUTION IS HAPPENING
“Social media. A lot of people
say it’s a necessary evil. I
think it’s a beautiful thing.
It exposes audiences of all
kinds to what [the WNBA] is
doing. We’re definitely one of
the organizations that has
benefited from social media.
Our league is special in that
our fans are quite personal.
They know us inside and out.
When you have social media
and you have NBA players
supporting us, it brings
more eyes to our game.”

ROWING UP IN
HOUSTON’S NIGERIAN

MUNITY
other [Nigerian]
nts would question

w my younger sister,
ey, and I] were

p y ng basketball. Once
w oth got scholarships

S anford, they started
a g how they could get
their kids into basketball.
I eally funny. Even

there are people
a g [my parents],

y can they come talk
y daughter?’ ”

ON THE NATIONAL
ANTHEM PROTESTS
If one athlete doesn’t

[ el], it doesn’t
ssarily mean that

y don’t believe [in the
c e]. People like to

matize those who
kneel and those who
d . That’s something

needs to stop, in
y pinion. Athletes are

g to be heard and to
l e community know

there’s a problem
s bigger than us, but

y can show what they
ve in different ways.”

ON HER FAVORITE
THING ABOUT PLAYING
INTERNATIONALLY
“I love trying new foods.
I love baklava, which is
a Turkish dessert. It’s
so good. A lot of people
think it’s too sweet and
opt for the rice pudding,
but baklava is my thing
when I travel to Turkey.
You really can only eat
one piece—it’s very
sweet. Eating one will
probably add 10 pounds.”
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Our league
is special

in that
our fans
are quite
personal.

They
know

us inside
and out.

American Voices



Toyota Safety Sense™ Standard

I spy, with my little eye, 

something beginning with “S.”
Who knows what you’ll see in the backup camera1 of your new 2017 Corolla, but that’s 
kind of the point, isn’t it? That’s why it comes standard, along with Toyota Safety Sense™ P.2 
Because, even though you might see almost anything, one thing we think you should 
definitely see is safety. How many things can you spy that start with the letter “S”?



Danielle Cuttino  | Indianapolis  | Volleyball

Cuttino, a 6' 4" junior middle blocker at Purdue, followed her 18 kills in a
3–2 win over Stanford with 21 kills in a 3–1 victory over Cal Poly–San Luis
Obispo to lead the Boilermakers with 4.33 kills per set at the Stanford
Invitational. She had a .333 hitting percentage and added 0.89 blocks per
set. Last season Cuttino led the team with 1.21 blocks per set.

Blake Cannon  | Mesa, Ariz.  | Golf

Cannon, a senior at Colorado State, shot a seven-under 203 to win the
Ram Masters Invitational by four shots and lead the Rams to a third
straight team title in their home event. Five days later he shot a six-
under 210 to win the Tucker Intercollegiate in Albuquerque, one of college
golf’s oldest fall events, previously won by Johnny Miller and Tiger Woods.

Brenna Peloquin  | Gig Harbor, Wash.  | Cross-country

Peloquin, a sophomore at Boise State, won the Roy Griak Invitational 6K
in Minneapolis in 20:49.50 to beat defending Big Ten champion Erin Finn
of Michigan by 11.50 seconds—the first cross-country victory of her
collegiate career. Last spring she won the Mountain West’s 5K outdoor
track title (16:05.99) and came in eighth at the NCAA’s in the 5K and 10K.

Nathaniel Holcomb  | Puyallup, Wash.  | Football

Nathaniel, a senior quarterback at Puyallup High, threw an 11-man
state-record 10 touchdowns in a single game in a 77–60 win over
South Kitsap High. He completed 33 of 53 passes for 451 yards and
hit four different receivers on his 10 scores. Through Sunday, he
has 1,900 passing yards and 27 touchdown passes in four games.

Olivia Scumaci  | Mount Pleasant, Wis.  | Golf

Olivia, a senior at The Prairie School in Racine, aced the 133-yard, par-3
17th at Brighton Dale Links in Kansasville, pacing the defending Division 2
champs to a first-place finish at the Taylor Clark Invitational. Two days
earlier she aced the 137-yard, par-3 18th at the Wanaki Golf Course
(Menomonee Falls) at the Homestead Invitational.

Oliver Bihuniak  | Prairie Village, Kans.  | Soccer

Oliver, a senior midfielder at Shawnee Mission East, scored three goals
and had two assists in three matches to lead the Lancers to their second
straight Kansas-Missouri Classic title. He scored the final goal in the
3–1 title-match win over Lee’s Summit North High. Oliver, who played his
sophomore year in Spain, has four goals this season through Sunday.

Wicked Googly
Get your wickets

ready. Last Thursday, the
USA Cricket Association
and the Pennsylvania-
based Global Sports
Ventures LLC announced
that cricket will join
the U.S.’s professional
sports scene as part of a
$70 million licensing deal.
The multiyear agreement
will create a league with
franchises that play
Twenty20 cricket (a short
form of the game that
takes about three hours),
though the number of
teams and their home
cities have yet to be
determined. Earlier this
year more than 1.4 million
U.S. viewers tuned in to
the International Cricket
Council’s World Twenty20
competition. “We’re
confident in the strength
of the consumer demand,”
said Global Sports
Ventures CEO Jignesh
Pandya. “This agreement
allows us to grow the
world’s second most
popular sport right here in
our own backyard.” —A.F.
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Nominate Now
To submit a candidate for Faces in the Crowd, go to SI.com/faces

For more on outstanding amateur athletes, follow @SI_Faces on Twitter.
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Interview by D A N PAT R I CK

DAN PATRICK: Wha e
common mistake co es a s
make on Shark Tank?
MARK CUBAN: One y
don’t know their n .
Two, they don’t co s
as confident. Thre , s
not enough energy
pitch. You can’t be g
If you’re arrogant, e
nothing better tha t
you off at the knee
a lot more fun for .
DP: TV ratings are 
for the first month
of the NFL season.
Is this a trend or
an aberration?
MC: It’s a trend. And
I think it’s going to
be a challenge for 
sports in the futur
base my observati f
my experience wit y
seven-year-old son ,
and his friends. I c g t
him off his laptop g
YouTube Minecraft .
I’ve gotten him to 
basketball now, so
bit different in my y.
But with his friend ?
Getting them to w h
sports is like pulling
teeth. There’s always a
screen in front of them.
DP: How would legalizing
gambling help sports leagues?
MC: For the same reason
fantasy sports help
leagues—they increase
the attachment to sports
with an opportunity
to win money. If you’re
able to gamble, it’s just

like watching guys at the
racetrack. You’re all in
and you’re watching every

d. So we can argue
erits and the risks of

g ling, but if and when
galized nationwide,
tention to the game

ncrease significantly.
: ave your fellow

s discussed legalizing
ing? Would they
favor of that?

: efinitely. At least
i NBA, [a vote on
g ling] would pass.

: eally? And you’re for it?
: h, yeah, I’m

a lutely for it.
: Why isn’t the NFL?

: The NFL is much more
p r. driven, I think. They
are very concerned about

t eir perceived image,
m e so than the NBA.

: What are you going to
t y ur team about protesting
d g the national anthem?

: l tell you exactly what
our guys: My dad
ed in the Navy when he

w 16. His parents came to
s country from Russia,

fl eing the persecution of
n t being able to speak

up When my grandparents
w born, if you spoke up,
there was a good chance you
were going to die. My dad
was always adamant, saying
there were going to be a lot of
times when you may disagree
with people, but you have to
respect the right for them
to say what’s on their mind.
That’s what I told my players.
I’m going to respect their
right to stand up and speak
their mind. ±

MARK CUBAN

GAMBLING
MAN
The 58-year-old
Mavericks owner and
investor on ABC’sShark
Tank believes one way
to halt the declining
ratings for sports on TV
is to legalize betting on
the games.

Former
LSU coach
Les Miles
told me he

was O.K. with getting
fired on Sept. 25. “I’m
for the Tigers and
anything that makes
the Tigers better,”
Miles said. “If they
see that a change
makes them better,
then I am for that.” . . .

Marlins
manager
Don
Mattingly

explained why Jose
Fernandez was
so much fun to be
around. “It always felt
like he was playing
Little League,”
Mattingly said. “He
could drive you crazy,
but that other side
of him made you
see kids just playing
ball. That side was
awesome.” . . . ESPN

analyst
Ron
Jaworski,
a former

Eagles quarterback,
said fans in
Philadelphia are
blown away by rookie
QB Carson Wentz:
“[With] the blue-
collar nature of this
city, the demands
are through the roof.
I think that makes it
harder to succeed
here, but Carson has
won everyone over
in just three weeks.”
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FOUR BEARS
Rizzo, Heyward,

Arrieta
and Bryant

(opposite page,
left to right)

lead Chicago's
quest to join the

1908 Cubs as
world champs.

GhostPHOTOGRAPHS BY

ROBERT BECK
CO U R T E S Y C H I C A G O H I S T O R Y M U S E U M  ( 19 0 8)

by TOM VERDUCCI



FORGET CURSES AND DROUGHTS: THE CUBS HAVE
THE BEST COMBINATION OF HITTING, PITCHING
AND FIELDING–PERIOD. SO THE QUESTION
ISN’T WHETHER THEY WILL FINALLY WIN THE
WORLD SERIES. IT’S HOW COULD THEY NOT?

tbusters



THE C W TO
party. They won 57 times this year at
Wrigley Field, the most in the 101 seasons
the franchise has played in the heirloom
of a ballpark at the corner of Addison and
Clark. After each of those victories, just
before entering their newly renovated
30,000-square-foot clubhouse proper,
which includes a sensory-deprivation
tank and a yoga studio, they repaired to a
dedicated celebration room. Amid strobe
lights, a smoke machine and pulsating
dance music, the Cubs would spend 10
minutes reveling in victory.

After a seasonlong party, Chicago en-
ters the playoffs as the strongest favorite
since the legendary 1998 Yankees. Three
of the nine other playoff entrants may
have a chance to knock off the Cubs,
but based on regular-season results, one
team in particular has almost no shot
of beating them: the Cubs themselves.

It’s not just that Chicago’s pitchers al-
lowed the fewest runs in the majors and
that its hitters scored more runs than
every team except Boston and Colo-
rado. The Cubs also boast the stingiest
defensive unit in a quarter of a century.
Under a think tank of no fewer than
nine coaches, including a “Run Preven-
tion Coordinator,” and implemented
by some of the most athletic defenders
in baseball, the Cubs essentially have
opened a traveling exhibit of the Art
Institute of Chicago. Their defense is
that exquisite. Call it a Cub-ist aesthetic.

“I don’t know the last time we beat
ourselves,” president Theo Epstein says.
“Maybe once every two weeks you can
count on giving an opponent four outs
in an inning, which forces your pitcher
to throw extra pitches and then you
have to go to your bullpen a little earlier
than you want. This year it seems like
that happened three or four times the
whole year.”

the postseason, when games are usually
lower scoring. Starting in 2012, when the
playoffs expanded to include two wild-
card berths in each league, runs declined
from 8.40 per game in the regular season
to 7.55 in the postseason, a 10.1% drop.

Postseasons have been fickle for fa-
vorites since 1995, when the wild card
was introduced. Only four of 26 teams
(including ties) with the best record
entering the playoffs in that time have
won the World Series: the 1998 and
2009 Yankees and the 2007 and ’13 Red
Sox. But Chicago is not your ordinary
“best record” team. The Cubs are only

The Cubs have three Cy Young Award
candidates (righthanded starters Jake
Arrieta and Kyle Hendricks and lefty
Jon Lester) and two Most Valuable Play-
er Award front-runners (third baseman
Kris Bryant and first baseman Anthony
Rizzo), but defense is the secret sauce
to their pursuit of the franchise's first
World Series title since 1908. The only
task at Wrigley Field this month more
difficult than finding tickets may be for
a visiting player to find hits.

Start with this: The Cubs allowed the
fewest balls in play (3,740) in any full
season since the live ball era began in
1920. Batters hit only .257 when they
did put balls in play, the lowest such
average against a club in a full season
since the ’76 Yankees. Chicago’s defend-
ers turned 72.8% of those balls in play
into outs, the best defensive efficiency
rate since the ’91 White Sox.

Defense is even more important in
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Defense is the Cubs’
only task at Wrigley
this month than find
for a visiting player

NICE CATCH
Though he struggled at the plate in
his first year in Chicago, Heyward
was stellar as usual in the field.



the eighth team in the past 40 years to
win at least eight more games than the
next best club. Four of the previous eight
teams so far ahead of the field won the
World Series.

Chicago enters the postseason healthy
and with no obvious flaws. The question,
108 years since their last championship,
no longer is whether the Cubs can win
the World Series. The question is, how
can they not win it? Bad bounces, hot
pitchers, fluke plays—each can cause
a favorite to fall in October. The Cubs,
though, have thrown plenty of brain-
power and talent at making sure they
won’t lose because of their defense.

THE CUBS’ DEFENSIVE PARADIGM
began with a hitting coach. In October
2014, Epstein hired Astros hitting coach
John Mallee, who grew up a Cubs fan
as the son of a Chicago police officer.
Mallee mentioned how in Houston he
benefited from having somebody who

could coordinate all things hitting,
including scouting reports and video.
Epstein liked the idea. He quickly de-
cided to dedicate two “coordinators,”
one to oversee the offensive side of the
game and one for the defensive side.
For the former, Epstein named video
coordinator Nate Halm, then 29 and
a former college catcher at Seton Hall
and Miami (Fla.), to the position of
Coordinator, Advance Scouting. Unof-
ficially, Halm became the Run Produc-
tion Coordinator.

For the second coordinator position—
unofficially, the Run Prevention
Coordinator—Epstein hired Tommy Hot-

second worst among playoff
teams. A major threat here is the
Nationals’ rookie leadoff man Trea
Turner, who stole 33 bags, on 39
attempts, in just 73 games. Teams
that could run wild on Chicago
include the Indians (second in
stolen base percentage at 81.2%),
Red Sox (third, 77.6%), Nationals
(seventh, 75.6%) and Rangers
(10th, 73.3%).

Finally, there’s the threat of the
hitter who gets blisteringly hot
at just the right time, as Daniel
Murphy did last October in the

Mets’ four-game NLCS sweep of
Chicago, in which he batted .529
with four homers and six RBIs.
Murphy, though, had shown signs
of breaking out over the season’s
final two months, in which he
slugged .533. Murphy, now with
Washington, and Turner are among
the 31 players who have slugging
percentages at least that high
since Aug. 1, but so are other
possible playoff opponents like
the Indians’ Jose Ramirez and
Carlos Santana, the Rangers’
Adrian Beltre and the Red Sox’
Mookie Betts, David Ortiz and
Hanley Ramirez. A long-awaited
championship for the Cubs is no
sure thing. —Ben Reiter

THE CUBS APPEAR to be the most
unbeatable force ever to have
entered baseball’s postseason.
They do have weaknesses,
however, and Cole Hamels believes
he has discovered one. The
Rangers’ southpaw knows of what
he speaks. In his last two starts
against the Cubs—one in his last
outing with the Phillies in July 2015
before being traded to Texas,
and the other this July 17, both at
Wrigley Field—he no-hit them in the
former and then cruised through
eight innings in which he yielded
four hits and no earned runs in
the latter.

“You have to be able to
establish strike one with them,”
Hamels says. “If you’re trying to
nibble around their power, you’re
going to get yourself in trouble
because now they’re going to be
in those situations where they
can really go after a ball and put
it into the seats.”

 Hamels (right) threw first-pitch
strikes nearly 60% of the time in
his two dominant outings against
the Cubs, and Chicago’s road to
a ring is replete with pitchers
whose seasonal rate exceeds that
standard. They include the Dodgers’
Clayton Kershaw (69.7%) and Kenta
Maeda (61.5%), the Nationals’ Max
Scherzer (65.0%) and a trio of Red
Sox starters: David Price (64.9%),
Rick Porcello (64.1%) and Clay
Buchholz (62.5%).

The Cubs can also be gashed
by speed. All five of their starters
ranked in baseball’s top 30 in
stolen bases against—Jon Lester
(28 steals allowed) and Jake
Arrieta (23) were both in the top
five—and opponents succeeded on
77.8% of their attempted swipes,
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tovy, then 33, in December 2014. Hot-
tovy pitched in 17 major league games in
10 professional seasons before blowing
out his shoulder in Cubs spring training
camp in ’14. While rehabbing his shoul-
der that summer, Hottovy, who gradu-
ated from Wichita State in ’04 with a
degree in business administration and a
minor in economics, took a Sabermetrics
101 online course from Boston University.

Hottovy is the bridge between the
back-office analytical wonks and the on-

field staff. He analyzes the vast amounts
of numerical and video data as well as
charting his own observations.

The Cubs’ game plans for pitching
and defense begin with pitching coach
Chris Bosio. He, Hottovy and catching
instructor Mike Borzello coordinate the
strategy—how to attack hitters and where
to best position the seven players behind
the pitcher. Bullpen coach Lester Strode
conveys the plan to the relievers.

First base coach Brandon Hyde and
bench coach Dave Martinez make in-
game positioning adjustments. And
third base coach Gary Jones is the
infield instructor who has taken the
rough edges off Bryant’s game at the
hot corner. Though 6' 5", Bryant is best
at playing lower, which has improved
his reaction to slow rollers and grass-
skimmers, and he has rid himself of
a habit of patting the ball in his glove
once or twice before throwing.

“This is a nice example of what hap-
pens when you marry pitching and de-

it through scouting reports and numbers
and based on our own observations.”

The Cubs, however, do differ from
most clubs in positioning their fielders.
Most teams begin with spray charts—
monitoring where a hitter most often
hits the ball. While Chicago uses spray
charts, it prefers to put more confidence
in its pitchers and the kind of contact they
elicit. The question the Cubs like to ask:
Where is the optimum position for each
fielder for this pitcher to secure an out?

After such planning, skill takes over,
and the Cubs are loaded with it. Last
winter Epstein raised eyebrows in the
industry by giving $184 million over
eight years to free agent Jason Hey-
ward, the richest investment ever for
an outfielder who had never driven in
or scored 100 runs. They paid that steep
price in part because of his superior
defense in rightfield. Heyward has been
a bust at the plate, hitting .230 with just
seven home runs, but his defense has
been spectacular.

“His attention to detail is impressive,”
Epstein says. “He’s extremely prepared

fense,” Epstein says. “It’s a beautiful
thing when it works together. It’s hard
to quantify some of it, like the confi-
dence it breeds in a pitcher. When you’re
confident that balls in play are going to
be outs, it’s easier to game-plan.”

Manager Joe Maddon likes to say that
the team’s motto for positioning fielders
is, “We catch line drives.” The system
is designed to defend the likely areas of
hard-hit balls. In an age when shifts are
all the rage—and Maddon was one of the

earliest adopters of the strategy as Angels
bench coach in the late 1990s—the Cubs
are among the teams that shift the least.
Epstein, however, scoffed at the notion
that Chicago does not shift much.

“We’re last in the league in shifts be-
cause of the way they define it,” Epstein
says. The standard definition is when
the “off” middle infielder—the shortstop
when a lefthanded batter is at the plate;
the second baseman when a righthanded
batter is up—is positioned on the other
side of second base. “Believe me, we posi-
tion for every pitch,” Epstein says. “We
just don’t meet the criteria of ‘shift.’ We do
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Veteran pitchers Arrieta (.242), Hendricks
(.252) and Lester (.258) had the lowest batting
averages on balls in play in their careers.



and knows exactly what we’re trying
to do. He knows the game situation,
he reads swings, he anticipates where
the ball will be hit.

“He’s so smart, it’s almost like he’s
going through a computer in his head.
And he throws with pinpoint accuracy.”

W hen He y wa rd i s  joi ned by
superutility player Javier Baez, the
Cubs have two of the best defenders in
baseball on the field. Baez is a natural
shortstop who has played all four infield
positions—mostly third base and second
base—as well as leftfield. Maddon calls
Baez “the best tagger I’ve ever seen.”

Epstein goes even further, saying
Baez’s skills at tagging runners “are
as good as any player at any aspect in
the game. Javy Baez is to tagging what
Giancarlo Stanton is to raw power. He’s
worth a couple of wins a year.”

Epstein explains that in the era of in-
stant replay, the biggest variable in the
outcome of a stolen base attempt at second
base—with all other variables being equal
(an average runner, a pitcher with aver-
age time to the plate, an average throw
from the catcher)—is the tagging prowess
of the middle infielder. Baez’s ability “to
know where the runner’s hand and foot
are in space without looking, then almost
instantaneously catch the ball, control it
and tag is amazing,” says Epstein.

Rizzo is an elite first baseman. Short-
stop Addison Russell, though he lacks
outstanding arm strength, is light and
quick on his feet. And centerfielder Dexter
Fowler is having his best defensive season
since his rookie year of 2008, according to
Fangraphs’ defensive runs saved.

So good are the Cubs at pitching and
defense that in their 103 wins, they al-
lowed a total of 15 unearned runs. Vet-
eran pitchers Arrieta (.242), Hendricks
(.252), Lester (.258) and
John Lackey (.259) all
have allowed the lowest
batting averages on balls
in play in their careers,
and they will all enter
the postseason rested
and healthy. So what’s
an opponent to do?

EVEN PUTTING THE Cubs aside,
this October’s playoff entrants
constitute a landscape more
arid than Tom Joad’s Oklahoma.

Sure, the Red Sox and the
Giants—who know from waiting
ages for a championship—have
each won three titles since
2003. But let us not forget
the curse of Rocky Colavito. In
1994, Cleveland sports scribe
Terry Pluto originated the
notion that the Indians were
doomed from the day they sent
the All-Star outfielder to Detroit
for outfielder Harvey Kuenn in
’60. Cleveland still hasn’t won a
World Series since ’48.

Some teams are so hopeless
that their curses don’t even
get names, which brings us
to Arlington. The Rangers,
who began in 1961 as the
Washington Senators and
landed in the Lone Star State in
’72 have never won a title and
lost their only two World Series
appearances, in 2010 and ’11.

D.C., without a championship
since 1924, the halcyon days of
the “Keep Cool with Coolidge”
campaign, has its own version
of deprivation. Including their
time as the Montreal Expos,
the franchise has never even
made it to the Series in any of
its 48 seasons.

And let’s not shortchange the
Blue Jays (23 years since their
last title), Dodgers (28), Mets
(30) or Orioles (33), all of whom
reached this postseason. Odds
are this October, some long-
suffering fan base will get a
long-overdue crown. Even if the
Cubs stay cursed. —Jack Dickey

IF ANYTHING CAN STOP THE CUBS,
maybe it’s the dulling of an edge after
having clinched their division back on
Sept. 15—22 days before Friday’s Game 1
of the Division Series against the winner
of Wednesday’s wild-card game between
the Giants and the Mets.

“Look at both times this year we had
to clear our focus and reset,” Epstein
says. “In the last week of spring train-
ing we ramped up for Opening Day and
started 25–6. Then the All-Star break.
We struggled a bit in the last couple of
weeks of the first half. Then after the
reset we went 24–8. So this is our third
and final restart. It’s about everybody
taking the same approach.”

What could go wrong? Last year the
Mets took out Chicago in the NLCS on
the strength of their powerful starting
pitching. But the 2016 Cubs are a more
versatile offensive team than the ’15 ver-
sion. They are a better situational hitting
team (they scored a runner from third
with less than two outs 49.7% of the time
this year, up from an MLB-worst 40.5%
in ’15), a better fastball hitting team (.213
vs. power pitchers in ’15 compared with
.229 this year), and they don’t strike out
as much (1,518 K’s in ’15, the most in the
majors, but 1,339 this year), thanks to the
addition of free-agent second baseman
Ben Zobrist and the growth of Bryant
and Russell, who both improved their
contact percentage. Moreover, while
Lester and Arrieta ground through last
September, this year they enjoyed more
rest and shorter outings down the stretch
because of the team’s huge lead in the
NL Central standings, which was at least
double figures starting Aug. 7.

One Chicago vulnerability is to sto-
len bases because none of its starting
pitchers are expert at holding runners.

The offense has some
holes, especially if Mad-
don puts a premium on
defense and uses Hey-
ward, who struggles
against velocity, and
Baez, who can’t hit
breaking balls away, in
the same lineup. Those
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holes in their swings can be exploited
by the better pitching of the postseason.
Teams can pitch around the Cubs’ MVP
candidates in the heart of the order to
put pressure on Heyward with runners
on base.

Heyward’s lefthanded bat is particu-
larly important because Chicago has a
predominantly righthanded lineup. Its
righthanded hitters strike out in 25.6%
of its plate appearances against right-
handed pitching. (The league average
is 21.8%.) The best kind of righthanded
pitchers to trot out against the Cubs are
those with premium sliders that work
down and away from righties Baez,
Bryant, Russell, Willson Contreras and
Jorge Soler, all of whom are prone to
chasing such a pitch.

In that regard the Nationals, who play
the Dodgers in the Division Series, may
present the most formidable matchup
for Chicago. Both Max Scherzer (fifth)
and Tanner Roark (22nd) are among
the top 25 righthanded starters in slider
value, according to Fangraphs. Washing-
ton, however, does not enjoy the prime
health the Cubs do. Pitcher Stephen

By any means, taking down the
Goliath that is Chicago will be an
achievement earned, not given. Oppo-
nents have to assume the Cubs will play a
clean game, with no mistakes, and must
match their defense and exceed their
pitching. The lessons from postseasons
past suggest the way to cut down a team
like Chicago is to win low-scoring games.

Like the Cubs, the 1990 Athletics led
the majors in ERA and in defensive
efficiency en route to winning 103 games.
Oakland, though, was swept in the World
Series by a 91-win Reds team. Cincinnati
allowed the A’s only eight runs over four
games, including just one in 241⁄3 innings
thrown by righthanded power pitchers.

The 1969 Orioles were another mas-
sive favorite. They won 109 games while
leading the majors in ERA (2.83), bat-
ting average on balls in play (.246, still
the best since the mound was lowered
that year) and defensive efficiency (.743).
The 100-win Mets, after losing Game 1,
pulled off a miracle by beating Baltimore
in four straight games, 2–1, 5–0, 2–1 and
5–3. In those four wins New York’s right-
handed pitchers allowed the Orioles one
run over 191⁄3 innings.

The best precedent for the Cubs is the
’98 Yankees, a team that entered that
postseason far better than any other
club (their 114 wins were eight clear of
the field) and excelled at the three major
phases of baseball: hitting (first in the
majors in runs), pitching (first in the
AL in runs allowed) and defense (first
in the majors in defensive efficiency).
They were just as dominant in October:
They went 11–2, outscored opponents
62–34, posted a 2.42 ERA and gave up
only two unearned runs.

The last time the Cubs won the
World Series, in 1908, not only did
Wrigley Field not exist but also neither
did traffic lights, the 19th Amendment
or world wars. Chicago held Detroit to
a .209 average in that series and made
just two errors in five games. So much
of the world has changed since then,
but not the importance of pitching
and defense, still the best ways to get
a party started. ±

Strasburg is out for at least the Division
Series with elbow inflammation, catcher
Wilson Ramos is out for the season with
a torn ACL and second baseman Daniel
Murphy (glute) and rightfielder Bryce
Harper (thumb) were nursing nagging
injuries last week.

The Dodgers could present their own
matchup problem for Chicago with pitch-
er Kenta Maeda (fourth in righthanded
slider value), not to mention a healthy
Clayton Kershaw and the deepest,
best bullpen in baseball. Rookie man-
ager Dave Roberts made more pitching
changes this season than any manager
in history and would deploy his relievers
the way Chicago politicians were once
said to deploy voters to cast ballots: early
and often. Roberts’s bullpen is loaded
with righthanded power sliders, espe-
cially from the rejuvenated Joe Blanton.

THIS COULD FINALLY be the year
for the franchise with a tortured
postseason history and no World
Series titles in the memory of
any living person. Yes, the Texas
Rangers, in their 56th year of
waiting for their first title, may
represent the best shot at taking
out the Cubs.

Texas posted the best record in
history in one-run games (36–11)
and beat more teams that finished
.500 or above this year than
anybody else (60–31). The Cubs,
on the other hand, fattened up on
losing teams (72–33). Remember,
too, that the AL champion has
home field advantage in the
World Series, and Texas went an

AL-best 53–28 at Globe Life Park.
Alas, the Rangers don’t have the

defense or the bullpen to match
up with the Cubs. But who does?
The answer: Nobody. Goats aside,
Chicago is as chalk as chalk gets.

There are 108 stitches on a major
league baseball, one for every year
the Cubs have waited to win the
World Series. There are no more to
count. This is the year. —T.V.
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The Cubs’ 103 victories were the
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IN EARLY AUGUST, Tyrann Mathieu sat at a con-
ference table in the Cardinals’ team hotel wearing
a gray suit and red tie, signing and initialing his
new contract extension. Michael Bidwill, the team’s

president, sat next to Mathieu, handing him page after page. A
few of Mathieu’s family members were behind them, watching
patiently. After a while Bidwill joked that Mathieu would need
to rehab his wrist.

When Mathieu finally finished signing, Bidwill shook his hand,
congratulated him and reminded him of their shared goals: more
Pro Bowls, multiple Vince Lombardi Trophies, another contract
in a few years. The deal signified that Mathieu was one of the
faces of the team. Bidwill turned and congratulated Mathieu’s
parents. “He’s earned every bit of it,” he told them.

Maybe Bidwill was just being nice. During negotiations, in
fact, there had been much debate about Mathieu’s exact worth.

LS TO S
When offenses started moving receivers inside to exploit
matchups, defenses countered by inventing a part-time linebacker-
safety-corner hybrid. In today’s NFL, that’s one of the most
important (and challenging) spots on the field

 How to Win
At the BY TIM ROHAN

OF THEMMQB.COM
Photograph by
Ross D. Franklin AP
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TYRANN-OSAURUS
Mathieu’s ability to

wreak havoc as both
a safety and a slot

corner got him paid
like a playmaker this

off-season.



Not only was he coming off a right-ACL injury (last December,
nonetheless), but it also wasn’t clear to which position—and
therefore which salary bracket—Mathieu belonged. The Cardi-
nals list him as a safety on their roster because that’s where he
plays in their base 3–4 scheme, and generally safeties earn less
than cornerbacks. But during the 2015 season Mathieu spent
the majority of his snaps at nickel cornerback (also known as a
slot corner), playing inside on nickel packages (with five DBs)
and often lined up against the slot receiver. His is a position
that the general public still perceives as reserved for a backup.

In negotiations, Mathieu and his agent looked for a player to
compare him with, someone whose contract they could use as a
benchmark. That proved difficult because of Mathieu’s versatility—
and because the slot corner is in the process of being redefined.

In today’s NFL it is now essentially a starter’s position, no
different from defensive end or middle linebacker. As offenses
increasingly spread out and play more three-receiver sets, defenses
have naturally started playing more nickel defense. Last season
teams used slot corners on 63% of all snaps, according to Pro
Football Focus, and that number is trending upward. Also, as
offenses have evolved and started moving their top receivers
and athletic tight ends into the slot (the patch of grass between
the last guy on the line and the outside receiver) to create mis-
matches, defenses have responded by turning the slot corner into
a roving weapon, moving him around the field like a queen on a
chessboard. The slot corner may be asked to guard a shifty Julian
Edelman or a monstrous Rob Gronkowski. He may be sent on a
blitz or asked to plug holes in the run game. On any given play
he may act as a pass rusher, a linebacker or a shutdown corner.

The Cardinals deem slot corner so important that they often
assign that job to Mathieu, 24, their most dynamic defender.
(Though he has played there less often in the early part of 2016,
it’s still a crucial element of his repertoire.) Mathieu excels in

every phase of the position, but he’s
at his best as a blitzer. At 5' 9" and
186 pounds, he may not appear built
for the job, but his speed and power,
packed into that small frame with a
low center of gravity, create a lot of
force. As Mathieu shoots off the edge,
he aims for the mesh point, where the
quarterback will be handing the ball
to the running back—and where he
can cause the most disruption. The
goal: Move so fast off the line that a
kicking tackle or a pulling guard will
have trouble catching him.

“The way he can move and con-
trol his body to get around the
blocker, I haven’t seen nothing like
it,” says cornerback Patrick Peterson,
Mathieu’s teammate at LSU and in
Arizona. “He can beat a guy with

speed, power. . . . He has that Von Miller presence,
but as a nickelback, blitzing.”

At the negotiating table Mathieu understood he
wouldn’t make Miller or J.J. Watt money, the kind
of cap-consuming dollars that teams pay elite pass
rushers. Instead, he compared himself with All-Pro
middle linebacker Luke Kuechly, a smart, instinctual
player and the heart of the Panthers’ defense. “I saw
his deal and I was like, That’s the money I want,”
Mathieu says. “Playmaker money.”

The contract Mathieu signed in August was a
five-year, $62.5 million extension (with $40 million
guaranteed), on par with the five-year, $62 million
extension ($34 million guaranteed) Kuechly received
a year earlier. It made Mathieu the top-paid “safety”
in the league and put him within shouting distance
of the highest-paid corners, shutdown men like Josh
Norman, Darrelle Revis and Peterson.

Not bad for a slot guy.

HE ORIGIN of the modern slot corner can
be traced back to a meeting, around 1999,
between Lovie Smith and Ronde Barber
at the Buccaneers’ training facility. Tampa
Bay’s coaches had been trying Barber, the

team’s third-round pick in ’97, in a new role, starting
him outside at corner in their base defense and then
sliding him inside in the nickel package. They found,
though, that offenses were able to run effectively
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when Tampa had three corners on the field, with one
fewer man in the box.

The fix? The Bucs’ coaches, led by visionary co-
ordinator Monte Kiffin, decided to teach the 5' 10",
184-pound Barber to play the slot corner like a line-
backer. Smith, the linebackers coach, schooled Barber
on the terminology his guys used, the visual keys
they looked for, how to read a developing run play.
Barber might have to communicate quickly with
someone at every level of the defense—linebacker
Derrick Brooks, safety John Lynch, tackle Warren
Sapp—letting them know what he would do on that
particular play. It was all very similar to how the
Cardinals would teach Mathieu the slot position
15 years later.

Tampa might not have been so innovative had
Barber not been so cerebral. “You can ask a nickelback
to tell you about an offense, and I guarantee [what
he says] will be a thousand times more [detailed]
than a guy who just plays outside corner,” Barber
says. “It has to be; the nickelback is getting so much
more information.”

It took Barber a year or two before he felt comfort-
able marshaling all that data. Kiffin ran him through
blitz drills and run-read drills. Barber watched film
after practice and after games, for hours on end. He
looked for tendencies in his opponents, those keys
he needed to home in on: the presnap formation, the
quarterback’s eyes, the play unfolding. He watched

film of the Bucs’ own practices too, and then compared his work
against the scout team with his opponents’ film. Were his eyes
in the right place? Did he read the play correctly? Did he react
the right way?  

“My mentality was, I’m a smaller version of Derrick Brooks,”
Barber says. “[Playing nickel is] all about your keys. Follow your
keys; they’ll take you to the play. Don’t try to see everything; just
try to see aspects of [the play]. The good ones do it well. The
bad ones end up all over the place.”

Back then, when offenses trotted out a third receiver, most
defenses simply inserted their third-best corner at nickel and
prayed. Convention said that most top receivers of that era—
Terrell Owens, Randy Moss, Torry Holt—played outside and
stayed outside. The best corners played on the outside too.

Then Barber started wreaking havoc from the slot, blind-
siding QBs and smothering running backs in the backfield.
Suddenly, other elite corners were moving inside too: Samari
Rolle, Antoine Winfield, Charles Woodson. . . . The best of them
mastered the position so well that they could disguise their plan,
pop around the field and toy with their opponents. To wit: the
NFC championship game of 2003, when Barber faked a blitz,
picked off a Donovan McNabb pass five yards downfield and
returned it 92 yards for the game-sealing touchdown. Tampa
won Super Bowl XXXVII that year.

However, that’s not the interception Barber is most proud of.
That came in October 2003, on a Monday night, when Colts coach
Tony Dungy made his first visit back to the Bay. Indianapolis
trailed by 14 in the fourth quarter, and as Peyton Manning led a
hurry-up charge, Barber and Brooks found themselves lined up
on the wrong sides of the defense with no time to switch. Brooks
had to play the role of Barber, and Barber that of Brooks. The
result: a 29-yard Barber pick-six. All that studying had paid off.

HRIS HARRIS JR., whom many consider the best
slot corner today, wasn’t invited to the combine com-
ing out of Kansas and he went undrafted in 2011.
Then the Broncos invited him to training camp, and
five-time All-Pro cornerback Champ Bailey became

his mentor. The two watched film together. They ate steaks at
Del Frisco’s. They hung out at Bailey’s house, watching more
football, with Harris soaking up as much info as he could.

Denver had asked Harris to learn both the outside and slot
corner positions so he could move back and forth freely. With
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Harris going to take away with his leverage? Ultimately,
he walls the receiver from going one way and prepares
himself to jump the other while staying in stride. “I try
to make it the hardest throw for [the quarterback],”
Harris says. “You have to take something away. You
can’t cover all the routes from the slot.” This is the
way Barber played, and it has become a fundamental
tenet of the position.

Yet smart offenses have evolved too; they often
move their top receivers into the slot in order to ex-
ploit matchups. After a 29–17 win over the Bengals in
Week 3, when Denver held All-Pro wideout A.J. Green
without a touchdown, the Broncos’ defensive backs
were carrying on in the corner of the visitors’ locker
room, hooting and hollering, when someone brought
up Redskins cornerback Josh Norman and his matchup
that afternoon with Giants receiver Odell Beckham Jr.
Washington had asked Norman to shadow Beckham
all over the field—except in the slot. And pundits had
skewered Norman for it. He had a five-year, $75 million
contract; as the highest paid corner in the league, it
was said in football circles, he should cover Beckham
everywhere.

“What were Odell’s numbers?” Harris shouted.
Beckham had caught seven passes for 121 yards but
scored zero touchdowns in a 29–27 New York loss. “I
mean, I guarded [Steelers All-Pro receiver Antonio
Brown], and I had to cover him everywhere,” Harris
said. “Left, right, slot—it doesn’t matter. Wherever he
goes. If I have to cover T.Y. Hilton, like I did last week,
I cover him outside and in the slot.

“The best corners can play everywhere.” ±

the help of Bailey, arguably the best cover corner of his
generation, Harris made an immediate impact in the
slot and then became a full-time starter in his second
season. A year later the Broncos approached Bailey
about playing a bit in the slot himself. “He actually
came to me for advice,” Harris recalls, smiling wide.
“That was kind of crazy.”

In his 14 previous years of experience, Bailey had not
played much slot at all. Not every outside corner is com-
fortable there. Most are tall and rangy because they need
to cover outside receivers who are built similarly. Slot
corners are typically smaller and more agile because they
need to cover the shiftier receivers who line up inside.
Very few corners possess all of those traits.

“You can be a shutdown corner outside,” says the
76-year-old Kiffin, now a defensive consultant for the
Jaguars. “Not taking anything away from you, but to go
inside and play nickel you need to be special.”

Unlike an outside corner, the slot doesn’t have the
luxury of using the sideline as a boundary. A receiver
who’s lined up inside, meanwhile, can use the entire field
to run almost anything in the route tree. Offenses take advantage
with “option” routes that allow him to go multiple ways depend-
ing on the coverage. The slot guy is also the receiver closest to

the quarterback; he’s often a hot target
for a quick throw when the pressure is
on. Because of that positioning, too, the
slot receiver and his corner are usually
jostling in the back judge’s line of sight,
so the slot corner can’t be overly physical.

So, Bailey wanted to know, how does
Harris survive under these circum-
stances? Harris explains that he gets
physical as the receiver comes off the
line, disrupting the route within five
yards of the line of scrimmage, where
contact is still legal. “Everything is about
timing,” he says. “If I can put my hands
on the receiver fast, that messes up ev-
erything for [the quarterback]. If I don’t,
he’s probably going to beat me.”

Harris remains hyperconscious of his
footwork, keeping his shoulders square
and the receiver in front of him. If he
turns his hips and “opens the gate,”
letting the receiver run free, he’ll get
beat that way too. As the receiver heads
upfield, Harris tries to stay close enough
that he can sense, to a degree, where the
route may be heading.

Here he has a decision to make. With
all that field to work with, the receiver
can go inside or out; so which side is
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HELP ME, RONDE
Barber provided the

Swiss Army knife
template—by defending

both the pass and run
as well as blitzing—for
slot corners to come.
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W N THE rain b gan, some mourners held out a hand and sort of
sm of course, rain looked down, jaws tightening.
A few sought cover next to the looming ballpark, but not many, and
not the players and coaches who just a minute before had filed out to
wait in the middle of NW 6th St. The hearse was coming. Everyone
knew. Onlookers tracked its progress via helicopter feed on shared
smartp , staring at the lone black Cadillac as it sailed along a
striking y ptied 836 East. Now you could hear that helicopter,
above, ho ng in the sky.

It was ju  past 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 28, the fourth day since
 of J  rain fell, but it wasn’t the usual

g pt blazing and the light shower
, s and office staff, the exhausted

p y g T-shirts with rip emblazoned
p other sign. Didn’t weeping Dee
g r their teammate died, lead off

y e longest shot of his life? Didn’t
y g onday night, leg out his first-ever

p p y wearing Fernandez’s number 16,
p y hasing Mets 7–3?

g rough us one more time,” Gor-
y ey drove him up? Right before

i e drove up, it was just . . . gone.
y ”

en the car bearing the casket
g y y andez—Cuban-born, survivor

j bbean Sea, the most brilliant
p g g sed into view. By then the first

As the shock over the death of Jose Fernandez began to subside,
the impact of the Marlins’ star’s loss upon his team,

sport and the Cuban-American community began to hit home

S ory is
S RY”
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It was ju  past 2 p.m. on Wednesdayust p
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Miami afternoon deluge: The sun kep
felt like relief, and the Marlins’ owners
players and coaches all wearing white 
on front, couldn’t help but see it as ano
Gordon, in their first game back after
with his first home run of the year, the
slow-afoot Justin Bour, that dizzying Mo
triple? Didn’t the shattered players, all w
somehow hold on to beat the playoff-ch

“That was God letting Jose shine thr
don said later. “Then today, when the
it rained on us and then, as soon as he
That’s crazy.”

But true: A siren sounded and the
bearing the 24-year-old body of Fern
of Fidel’s jails and a raft on the Carib
pitching talent of his generation—nos

FINAL
FAREWELL
A hearse carrying
Fernandez’s body
squeezed through
the Miami streets
during a procession
on Sept. 28, as the
city and the Marlins
said goodbye.
Photograph by
Rob Foldy/Getty Images
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surrounded the long car, bowed their heads. Some
stared at the casket through the glass. Some removed
their hats. The players, along with Loria and president
David Samson and manager Don Mattingly, ringed
by staff members, stood there five minutes, praying,
weeping. It was all remarkable.

Because though much was said last week about
Fernandez’s exuberance, his smile and charm, it
wasn’t just opponents that he could rub the wrong
way. Over the season’s endless grind, Fernandez
also “pissed us off,” said Marlins slugger Giancarlo
Stanton, butting heads with teammates and coaches
over everything from loud talking in the clubhouse
to training habits that could make it seem as if he
operated by his own set of rules.

“A lot of things about Jose would kind of drive guys
nuts,” Mattingly said. “There was talk about, ‘Hey,
you’re not being a good teammate,’ and you don’t
talk about those now, but he could get under your
skin a little, and you’re, like, ‘Ahhhh. I got to talk to
Jose about that today.’ ”

Yet Stanton, usually so reserved, was so wracked
by emotion in the team’s first game after Fernandez’s
death that his face looked like it was melting. He
called Fernandez his “brother,” scratched i love
you, buddy in the dirt, and—as they gathered at
the mound in tribute—stunned all who knew him
by telling his teammates that he loved them, too.

“All I wanted to do was text Jose, saying, ‘You’re not
going to believe which ones are crying the most,’ ”
Yacoub said. “He would have been cracking up, saying,
‘You’ve got to be s------- me!’ But every single player
that I thought would’ve said, ‘Screw him. What an
a------ that he did this . . .,’ they were all holding me
crying like I was their wife. This was another level of

shock over the high-speed, 3 a.m. crash of his speedboat into a South
Beach jetty on Sept. 25, which also killed friends Emilio Macias, 27,
and Eduardo Rivero, 25, had ebbed. Now the impact of his loss upon
his team, sport and community began to surreally hit home.

“It was,” said Ron Yacoub, the physical therapist who shepherded
Fernandez through rehab after his 2014 Tommy John surgery, “upside-
down world.”

Indeed. Long derided for tin-eared relations with South Florida leaders
and fans, owner Jeffrey Loria and Marlins management navigated the
immediate aftermath with surprising deftness. A lone trumpet played a
heart-crushing “Take Me Out to The Ballgame” to mark Monday’s return

to play. Fernandez’s number was retired. The funeral procession would go
on to hit the touchstones of the stricken Miami exile community—moving
from here in Little Havana to a blessing at the Shrine of Our Lady of
Charity to an impromptu stop at Westchester’s La Carreta restaurant,
where Fernandez ate pregame meals and employees raised their cups
in a final cafecito toast. Never before had the team seemed so in tune
with local sentiment.

“I don’t remember an outpouring of sadness as big as this in my
56 years here,” Miami mayor Tomas Regalado, born in Havana, said last
Friday. “This was extreme. I know Joselito was popular and the fans and
the millennials and old people loved him. But I didn’t know it would hit
them so hard. People are still crying.”

Now the struggle to make sense of the senseless, usually invisible and
silent, took topsy-turvy form outside Marlins Park. A game was scheduled,
but players and fans accustomed to regarding each other inside a posh
facility designed to showcase supreme vitality, with a firm line between
field and seats, gathered on a narrow street. The players wore T-shirts;
the fans wore Marlins jerseys with numbers and names on the back:
Who was who? And now the dead man came rolling in.

At first sight of Fernandez’s hearse, the crowd of 3,000 let out a quick
collective roar, then went stone quiet, then applauded softly. The players
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Stanton dubbed Fernandez Niño, because he had sensed
an immaturity THAT JUST MIGHT HURT.

JOSE FERNANDEZ



emotion—the kind that only Jose could’ve produced.”
Now it was two days later, 2:14 p.m. Now every

Marlin had a hand on the hearse. The driver put the
car in gear and began to move down NW 6th. That
was the original plan: The hearse would stop, the
players would pay their respects and file back into
the ballpark, the car would move on. But the Marlins
couldn’t let go. They started walking. Some players
kept their hands on the hearse as it rolled toward the
intersection with NW 16th Avenue. Gordon burst into
tears. “I was just talking to Jose, telling him how much
I miss him,” he said. “I kissed the back window.”

 “I learned more from Jose than he learned from
me,” Mattingly said. “I learned that joy. Think
about what’s going on here: It wouldn’t happen with
everyone. There’s something he touched you with,
that spirit as much as anything. How pure that was.”

And how deadly. Yes, Fernandez’s 2013 Rookie
of the Year season, his astonishing 26–2, 1.49 ERA
home record, and instant connection with fans all
rose out of that purity. So did the Sunday wreckage
on the rocks off South Beach.

“He lived his life too intensely,” said Orlando Chinea,
the Cuban-born pitching coach who guided Fernandez
after he arrived, at 15, in Tampa in 2008 and always
used his middle name, Delfin. “Everybody needs to
have balance, but about that Delfi didn’t care. He lived
too intensely and that’s why he killed himself. Like a
kid. He was so amazing. Because he never was scared.”

L IKE A KID. You heard that all the time
about Jose Fernandez; it was part of his
identity from his first major league start
in 2013. Older Cubans in the city called

him Joselito because he gave off the vibe of every-
body’s favorite son—scampish, spoiled and oh-so-
charming. Stanton, just two years older, didn’t bother
with diminutives; he dubbed Fernandez Niño, because
that year, even before their first confrontation in
spring training, he had sensed an immaturity that
just might hurt.

“The first and only time I faced him, he hit me in the head, first pitch,”
Stanton said. “I didn’t know him, really, but I was pissed because I almost
knew that it was going to happen: He’s going to try and throw this ball
a thousand miles an hour, because he’s going to say, ‘Stanton can’t hit my
fastball,’ and it’s going to slip. And sure enough it did.”

Stanton stalked into the training room, vision blurry, where Fernandez
soon found him. His remorse was as obvious as his 100-mph fastball;
that too was a hallmark. Fernandez “lived his life out loud,” with little
filter on his emotions or words, said Angela Smith, the Marlins’ longtime
head of community outreach.

“Everyone has a child or niece or nephew who come over and they’re
screaming, and you can’t comprehend: Why can’t this kid behave? ”
Stanton said. “That’s how he was: A little kid in a grown-up body.

“Sometimes you had to kick him in the butt and say, ‘People just don’t
do that.’ Like him flexing on an irrelevant single: ‘Dude, what is THAT?’
But it all came from a joyful heart, which is why you’d say, ‘Josie, shut

up, because this ain’t the time.’ ”
To which, Fernandez would won-

der: Why shut up? Why wait? The
central fact of his life, of course,
was the escape—after three previ-
ous tries had landed him, at 14, in
a packed Cuban jail cell with adult
felons and killers—from Cuba with

his mother, Maritza. Fernandez risked everything to flee a nation
where everyone parses their words and waits forever in line for the
most basic necessities, even dived en route into the Caribbean to save
his mother from drowning. “You don’t understand freedom: You were
born into it,” he’d tell his American friends and bosses. “I understand.
I had to get freedom.’ ”

So whenever Fernandez sought thrills in the eight years since, it felt
less about defying death than consuming—whole and fast—his ever-more
promising, rich, dreamland of a new life. Some reports speculated that a
spat with his pregnant girlfriend, Maria Arias, led him first to his 32-foot
speedboat, Kaught Looking, then to a waterfront gastropub, American
Social, around 1 a.m. (Both Maritza Fernandez and Arias declined SI
interview requests.) He had asked some teammates, including Yelich
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BROTHERHOOD
Gordon (opposite page)
homered in the team’s first
game back after he, Stanton
(above, both with Fernandez)
and the rest of the Marlins
saluted their teammate. 



we’re going to make it to the big leagues,’ ” Yelich
said. “Jose was: ‘I’m going to be in the big leagues,
I’m going to play for this many years, I’m going to
play for these teams.’ He told me he was going to be
a starter for so many years, then he was going to be
a closer for so many years. This dude just knew. And
you didn’t doubt it.”

Yet it wasn’t all about him. Very quickly, even as
Fernandez’s star began blazing in his rookie year,
he made it clear to Marlins staffers that they needn’t

request whether he had time for an ill or needy child.
“Don’t ask me,” he said. “Tell me.” His final night on a
baseball field, he hurried out to spend time and pres-
ent an autographed bat to a bedridden 20-year-old
named Cristina Llanes.

“Some guys are just a pain in the ass to work with;
that’s what made him rare,” said Marlins community
outreach manager Juan Leonel Garciga. “Jose would
go out of his way to really make himself available
and try to make a difference. He was unlike anybody
I’ve ever worked with or met in baseball.”

Still, some outsiders only saw Fernandez’s
broad grin and demonstrative antics on field, and
found it all maddening. Ignoring the fact that the
Cuban game is far mouthier and confrontational,
old-schoolers often cast Fernandez as epitome of
youngster “disrespect” in the endless war over
baseball’s “code.” Exhibit A was his first career
homer in 2013, when he stared the ball over the
leftfield wall, then spit near Braves third baseman
Chris Johnson while heading for home. The benches
cleared; Johnson rushed in to scream at Fernandez.
He later apologized to the Braves, but the bad feel-

and best friend Marcell Ozuna, to join him that night. Christian Yelich
planned to go to the bar but got sidetracked; Ozuna demurred. Fernandez
wasn’t starting the next day’s afternoon game. They were.

“I said, ‘No, I’m going to stay with my kids,’ ” Ozuna, 25, said. “I told
him, ‘Go to your house and get close to the baby, touch her belly, and
tomorrow is the game. Then you wake up and see the news . . . and your
heart just breaks.” Ozuna was always telling Fernandez to slow down.
He wonders if he might have been able to save him, had he gone.

“Yeah, maybe I can tell him ‘Go slow,’ ” he said. “Or maybe I die too,
you know? Because life goes quick.”

Whether alcohol or drugs
were involved in the crash—
and whether Fernandez was
even piloting the boat—remains
unclear; toxicology reports on the
bodies have yet to be released.
But few believe that Fernan-
dez, once he had his mind set,
would’ve been easy to dissuade.

“Jose was so young that he still
thought that what he knew was
everything,” said Samson. “That
was the problem: The certainty of
youth with the desire to live with
what freedom provides. That’s
where we had our conflicts—his
life choices—but it was out of
love, almost father-son. It was
like what his teammates told
him: ‘There’s no reason to go on
the boat tonight. Why go?’

“But his answer always was,
‘Because I can.’ His answer today,
to why he went on the boat Sat-
urday night, would be, ‘Because I
can.’ But Jose, it’s a bad decision;
it’s nighttime: Why? And he’d say, ‘I’m free. I’m free to choose, I’m free
to go on the boat. So I’m going.’ ”

L ATE LAST YEAR Fernandez turned down the Marlins’
long-term contract offer (all of the team’s long-term contracts
include stipulations against recreational boating), intending to
test the free-agent market after the 2018 season. “I’m betting

on myself,” he told Samson. Why not? All his other gambles had paid off.
When Fernandez arrived at Tampa’s Alonso High in ’08, the penniless
kid from Santa Clara announced to its principal, Louis Diaz, “I’m Jose.
I come from Cuba. I want to play baseball.”

“Jose Fernandez did everything I told him to do except go to class,”
Diaz told SI in 2014. “Jose has no interest in school whatsoever. But he
made it. He earned it.”

During his short stint in the minor leagues, in 2012, Fernandez was
surrounded by future Marlins like Adam Conley, J.T. Realmuto, Ozuna
and Yelich. “I would talk to J.T. all the time, and we’d be, ‘I wonder if
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In their first game after the

tragedy the Marlins beat the
Mets and, after the win, honored

Fernandez on the mound.
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ings lingered—right up until a nervous Johnson
signed with the Marlins last January.

“I couldn’t have been more wrong,” Johnson said.
Fernandez was the first player to welcome him. “We

can be friends now, but when I face you in live BP, I’m
going to hit you,” he joked—maybe. Johnson loved it.
Then day by day the son of a big leaguer, a lifetime
carrier of the code, watched Fernandez go to work.

“How he treated me, how he went about his busi-
ness, how he was the same when he won or lost, loud
and smiling: It made me think this kid is not showing
up the game,” Johnson said. “He’s not showing any
player up. He’s out there completely free, having as
much fun as possible. And then him getting out of
Cuba, we talked about how he got caught and went
to jail and didn’t see his mom, and didn’t know how
long he was going to be in jail because they don’t tell
you over there: stuff I never knew. I’m mad at myself
for having that altercation. . . .”

Johnson paused, eyes reddening. His voice cracked.
“He changed me,” Johnson said. “I smile. Before,

I was always intense and took the game as a job and
had to make it, and had to stay in the big leagues,

had to get the contract, had to be the guy. No: You
don’t have to do anything. You made it, you got to the
big leagues, you’re in the United States of America,
got a beautiful family. The game is fun. He played
the game how I played the game in Little League.
That’s how everybody should be in the big leagues.”

Asked if he ever told Fernandez that, Johnson shook
his head. “No,” he said, so softly that he had to repeat
it. “But I’ll tell him one day.”

FIVE DAYS before the crash two things
convinced those close to him that Fer-
nandez was readying to leave childhood
behind. The first, his longest and finest

performance since returning from a 14-month layoff
due to elbow surgery, was the three-hit, 12-strikeout,
1–0 shutout over the first-place Nationals. His fire
wasn’t rare. “I’m perfect,” Fernandez snapped, when
Mattingly asked if he could go eight innings for the
first time all season. “I could go nine. I feel perfect!”

But the focus was strikingly new. “The most locked
in I’ve ever seen him,” Gordon said. For once Fernan-
dez didn’t brag about his hitting, or take bets in the

on-deck circle. Gordon tried baiting him, but Fernandez said, “Doggie,
I don’t care. I’m ready to get back on the mound.” It was the hard-eyed
look of a veteran.

The second thing was Fernandez’s announcement, with a photo of
Arias cradling her belly on his Instagram feed, of their pregnancy. “I’m
so glad you came into my life,” he wrote. “I’m ready for where this journey
is gonna take us together. #familyfirst.” In the ensuing days Fernandez
buttonholed any family men to find out how much his life would change
with a newborn daughter. He seemed pleased. Teammates thought it
might prove the final maturing factor.

“All day when he get to the clubhouse, he talked about the baby,” said
Ozuna. “He showed me pictures of the baby, the belly, and tell me when
his girl felt the baby move—and laughed. And I’d tell him, ‘You’re going to
see reality when that baby comes. He was going to know how important
it is that he’s alive. He was just starting to understand.”

Fernandez, an avid fisherman, was drawn to water like many Cuban
exiles. They are an island people, after all, long cut off from the world
by Castro’s rule and taunted by the promise and peril of the Florida
Straits. Many in Miami have lost or reclaimed family there, and saw
in Fernandez’s rise a reflected victory. tu eres nuestra historia,
said one poster amid the balloons and flowers and caps and photos at
the makeshift memorial outside Marlins Park. you are our story—
the cuban story.

“Everybody talks about it: The sea brought him and the sea took
him,” Regalado said. “Water has meant freedom and death for so many.
It resonates.”

Ozuna, a Dominican, doesn’t tread that deeply. His best friend is
dead, and in the week after he barely slept. Sometimes, in the dark, he
tried pushing Fernandez out of his mind. “But sometimes I’m imagin-
ing him close to me,” Ozuna said. “I know what he’s going to tell me:
About his little daughter coming. He’s going to tell me, ‘Take care of
my little daughter and be happy with my family all the time, like we
always are.’ ”

On Wednesday, 45 minutes after the hearse drove away, the Marlins
players and coaches—still in their white T-shirts—left the clubhouse,
walked through the ballpark underbelly and back out to write messages
on the memorial wall. Ozuna hung back, holding a black marker, waiting
until the others were gone. Then he climbed a step stool, raised his right
hand as high as he could reach and began writing. It took six minutes.
The humidity was stifling. He had to pause once to rest.

When he was through, Ozuna drew a black border around the words.
Most were in Spanish. He promised to take care of Fernandez’s daughter,
said he loved him forever; at the bottom he scrawled three small hearts.
Then Ozuna capped his pen. Someone yelled his name, and the outfielder
lowered his head and hurried inside. The season was nearly over, and
there was one last game to be played there. ±
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BY CARLI LLOYD
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ER SUCCESS HAS BEEN HER RELATIONSHIP WITH HER FAMILY

I DON’T DO FAKE. That’s the first thing you should
know about me. I’m not one to put on airs or change
my demeanor depending on where I am or who I am
talking to. I don’t much care about the red carpet or

being on the covers of magazines. I don’t put on makeup when I’m
getting ready for a game. How is mascara going to help me win?

If I’m not happy you can see it on my face from the other end
of the Jersey Turnpike, and at the moment I am not happy. At all.
I am 21 and I have been cut from the U.S. U-21 team by a coach
who told me I wasn’t national team material. My dream is to play
for the U.S., and if I can’t even make the JV, what’s the point? So I
am seriously considering finishing up my time with my team at
Rutgers, getting my degree and calling it a career. I always thought
it would be cool to be an FBI agent. Maybe I can do that.

And that’s when my father, Steve, suggests I reach out to a
highly regarded trainer, an Australian named James Galanis.
“Maybe. I will think about it,” I say.

I do think about it. I just don’t call. I wait a week, then
another . . . and a third. Finally, I dial this James Galanis’s
number. He suggests I come down to his field so he can have a
look at me. We settle on a date, a Thursday night in December,
and I pull up to a deserted, dimly lit pitch in Lumberton, N.J.

James is waiting. “Let’s start with some skill work,” he says.
I think this is a colossal waste of time. But I try to be a good

soldier. “Sure.”
For the next hour I audition. I juggle. I dribble in and out

of poles. I demonstrate my first touch, passing, volleying, my
technique on the ball with every part of both feet.

In between, James asks questions. “Why do you think you were
cut? What sort of teammate are you? Do you like to go on the
attack? What are your strengths? Do you get back on defense?”

Almost every answer I give is full of excuses or finger-
pointing. The amount of ownership I take is negligible. I don’t
mind the questioning, because it gives me time to rest. About
20 minutes into a one-hour session, I am gassed.

James wants to meet again Saturday for a fitness evaluation.
“This wasn’t fitness?” I ask.
“No, this was just a skill evaluation.”
There’s something I like straight away about James. He is

clear and direct. I like the questions. I like that he doesn’t baby
me. On Saturday afternoon I report to the track at Lenape High,
in Medford, N.J. James wants me to do the Cooper Fitness Test,

Photograph by
KHALED DESOUKI
AFP/Getty Images
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me to figure out why. Having something go
wrong doesn’t call for a family discussion.

This is all compounded by my father’s fre-
quent critiques of my game. He was the coach
who launched me on my way—of course he
wants me to do well. But it can be too much.

A week after my 24th birthday, we play a
friendly against Ireland in San Diego. I fly my
parents out and put them up in a hotel so they
can watch. Shannon Boxx, a stalwart holding
mid, is out with an injury. So is midfielder
Kristine Lilly. I’m going to have to shoulder
much more of the defensive responsibilities.

We come out flying, peppering the Irish
goal with shots. In the 20th minute I slip a
pass down the left wing to Christie Welsh,
who crosses to Heather O’Reilly, who knocks
it in. We’re on our way to a 5–0 victory.

I meet my parents briefly after the game.
“You didn’t look like yourself,” my father
says. “You’ve gone away from the creative,
attacking game you’ve always played.”

“Dad, I’m playing the way the coach
wants me to play,” I reply. “He wants me to
be a ball-winner and be as active on defense
as I am on offense.” Neither of us is happy.

A year later the drama goes all the way
to China and the 2007 World Cup, and now
it’s not just my family. We start off horribly,
with a draw against North Korea, but we
still advance out of our group after beating

running at a steady pace as far as I can go over 12 minutes. After that I do
interval work—400 meters, 200, 100. I go hard and do my best but, honestly,
it’s not very good and I know it. As I rest, James asks more questions.

Finally, after I knock out as many sit-ups and push-ups as possible in two
minutes, he sits me down. “O.K., Carli, this is the story as I see it,” he says.
“Can you make the national team? Yes. It is going to take a whole lot of work.
But if you put in that work, I don’t see any reason you can’t go as far as you
want.” Then he provides the most detailed evaluation I’ve ever gotten. “You
are very strong technically and tactically. But you are not fit. Mentally, you
are weak. You don’t push yourself hard; you are lazy. You aren’t the sort of
player who’s going to thrive under pressure. And your character? That is
poor. You make excuses and find people to blame. You always have a reason
things aren’t working out, instead of making them work out.”

This coach, a man who barely knows me, has shredded me, and somehow I
am fine with it. It’s as if I’ve been waiting for someone like this my whole life.

He continues. “If you keep working at 80%, you won’t get anywhere.

You need to stop with the excuses. You need to start treating every train-
ing session, every game, as if it were a World Cup final. You need to be
the hardest-working person out there every time.

“Soccer needs to be No. 1 in your life—not your boyfriend or your social life.
Soccer. If it’s not, let’s go home right now. If I call you at 10 p.m. on a Saturday
and say, ‘Meet me at the field in a half hour,’ you turn to your friends and
say, ‘Sorry, I have to go train.’ You have to be willing to train on Christmas
and Easter and Thanksgiving. If you are willing to make these sacrifices,
I’ll work with you. I’ll do everything I can to help you reach your goals.”

 My head is spinning, but in a good way. “When do we start?”

HE DECISION to take my father’s advice and meet with James
turns my whole career around. I don’t quit soccer. I go into
James’s Universal Soccer Academy, work harder than I ever
have and make the national team at 22. I line up some potential

endorsements and I am, suddenly, a full-fledged pro soccer player.
The only issue now: My parents are having a difficult time letting go.

They have always been there for me; I won’t ever forget that. But now I’m
an adult and I need to make my own decisions—and they’re having a hard
time with that. They want to choose an agent for me. They are constantly on
me about how I should interact with my teammates and my coaches. I know
they mean well, but I feel increasingly stressed. More and more they seem
angry and resentful, as though I have closed them out of my soccer career.

In turn I’m angry and resentful that they won’t let me be a grown-up.
I understand that for years our family revolved around my travels and
tournaments, that my brother and sister got short shrift as a result. But
I never wanted anybody to have to sacrifice because of my love of soccer.

It’s a painful predicament. I love my parents for their devotion. That
doesn’t mean they have lifetime rights to tell me what to do. I keep trying
to make this point, but it never seems to get through. This is my journey.
If I fall, I have to pick myself up. If I’m not getting playing time, it’s up to

“I love my parents for their devotion. That doesn’t mean they have lifetime
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when she learns that Kristine, one of U.S. soccer’s all-
time greats, lobbied for the change, along with Abby.

We end up losing 4–0, the worst World Cup defeat in
our history, and I’m still trying to figure out how things
unraveled so fast when I hear Hope has ripped Greg and
Bri in a postmatch interview. Outrage sweeps through
our team and Hope is an instant pariah, isolated at our
team meal and barred from our third-place game against
Norway. She isn’t even allowed to fly home with the team.

Hope is summoned to a meeting with the veterans
and they let her have it for breaking ranks and criticiz-
ing a revered teammate. Hope apologizes, but it is not
enough. They want her to pay for her breach, and then
pay some more. I think this is taking things too far. In
men’s sports people criticize coaches and managers all
the time, call out teammates too, and it’s not a huge
deal. Often the guy speaking out is even lauded for

having the courage to tell the truth. When
it happens in women’s sports, though, it
always seems to be viewed as a claws-out
catfight. I hate that our World Cup has
devolved into this, but I’m not going to be
part of the Hate Hope campaign.

James and I talk it through and he
agrees. So I refuse to go along. I sit next
to Hope. I talk to Hope. I completely dis-
agree with this calculated crusade to crush
her, and I’m not backing off that position.

This does not please the anti-Hope
cabal at all. My parents are very upset
that I back Hope and they blame James for
giving me bad advice. “Be careful about
who you align yourself with,” somebody
says. “It may come back to hurt you.”

“I don’t care,” I reply. “I am going to stand up for what I think is right.”

YEAR LATER, in the run-up to the 2008 Olympics in Beijing,
things have never been better on the field. I’ve started all
14 games under new coach Pia Sundhage. But the drama
back home in Delran, N.J., doesn’t let up.

For years my father has regarded James as a soccer messiah—but as I
become more independent and start to make my own decisions, he begins
to shift his viewpoint. My parents believe James is coming between us and
they hold him responsible for my becoming an outcast in the mess that
came out of World Cup 2007. As much love and gratitude as I have for my
parents, I also believe all this unrest is not doing me any good. Every day
I’m home it feels as if I’m tiptoeing through a minefield. I never know when
someone will go off. I’m doing better than I ever have with the national team,
but the discord at home weighs on me constantly. I make it a point not to
spend too much time there. When I’m on breaks I stay with friends or with
my boyfriend, Brian Hollins, and that becomes a point of contention too.

“I don’t understand why you hardly ever have dinner with us and
don’t spend more time with your family,” my mother says to me.

Sweden 2–0 and grinding out a 1–0 victory
over Nigeria. I start each game, but in the
last one I get subbed off, and our coach, Greg
Ryan, senses my frustration.

“I just want to check in and see how
you’re doing,” he says. “I know I’ve been
tough on you the last 21⁄2 years, and I am
so proud of how far you’ve come along. You
are going to be the future of this team.”
One second later he informs me I will not
start our first elimination game, against
England. This makes it official: I will never
understand this man.

Before the England game we hold a players-
only meeting and it becomes very clear how
deep the frustration goes. Abby Wambach,
our star striker, says we’re focusing too much
on defense; we need to be more aggressive of-
fensively. Just about everybody speaks up and
the unrest is as thick as the Chinese smog. I
play only 10 minutes, and I can’t say I under-
stand why. But the mayhem is just beginning.

We advance to the semifinals against
Brazil, a rising power with a collection of
dazzlingly skilled women who play like jazz
musicians in cleats, riffing and improvising.
It is the most anticipated match of the World
Cup and becomes even more so when, on the
eve of the game, Ryan shockingly replaces
Hope Solo in goal with Briana Scurry. Hope
is fuming, crushed—and it gets even worse

rights TO TELL ME WHAT TO DO.”

CUPWARD
MOBILITY
Lloyd bagged a hat trick
with the help of Galanis
(below) but wasn’t able
to savor it with her
father (bottom, in blue)
and mother (in gold).
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The fact is: Even though I love my family, home
is about the last place I want to be now. I return to
Jersey for a few weeks before I begin final prepara-
tions for my first Olympic Games. One night when
I am out, I call home and my father answers. He
starts right in on me. I don’t want to hear it.

“You never want to hear it,” he says. “Why don’t
you get your stuff out of the house or I will throw
it out the window?”

True to stubborn form, I don’t back down. “If
that’s how you want it, fine,” I say.

I call Brian and tell him what happened. “I’m
going to get my stuff. Can you help me?”

Brian is shocked, but he is there for me. He’s always there.
I drive over to the house, pull up in front and take a breath. I look at

the side yard—my original home field. Being nostalgic is not my natural
inclination, but it’s inevitable given the circumstances.

In the house, I head straight upstairs. This is the saddest day of my life. I begin
packing up all my belongings. My mother and sister come into my room and
we all start crying. I am overwhelmed. I can’t even believe this is happening.

When I’m finished, it’s almost midnight. I head to Brian’s mom’s house,
weeping as I drive. It feels so final, so crushing. I’ve lived my whole life
in that house. And now my own family doesn’t want me anymore. Brian
comforts me as only he can. I am exhausted and utterly drained. It takes a
long time to fall asleep.

AYS AFTER I move out, I fly to South Korea with my team-
mates, and then to Beijing for the Olympics. In the end we go
all the way to the gold medal game—and, fittingly enough, it’s
against Brazil. I score the winning goal six minutes into over-

time, with a leftfooted strike inside the far post. It is the greatest moment of
my soccer life to that point, an affirmation of all the work I’ve put in with
James. We all get gold medals and stand atop the podium listening to the
national anthem and there is nothing in the world that could be better.

I return home to Delran and there’s a parade and a big party. Nobody,
of course, lets on that I’ve been tossed out of my own house. Energy is
something that comes in finite supply, and James told me a long time ago
that you can’t afford to waste any of it on drama. So I smile and wave
and show people my gold medal, and then I go back to work. James and I
have a saying: You have to empty the tank every time you’re on the field. The
moment you think you have arrived, you are in trouble.

In London, in 2012, we win another Olympic gold, and I score twice
in the final game to lock it up. It’s a wonderful moment, to be sure, but
my focus soon turns completely to the ’15 World Cup, a title the U.S. has
not won since 1999. It is time to bring the trophy back to the U.S.—not

because it is our birth-
right, but because we are
the best team.

We struggle early in
Canada, myself as much as
anyone. We advance out of
our group, but I am shaken
to the core, deflated that
I haven’t had more of an
impact. James tells me to
lighten up. “Nobody will
remember what happened
in the group stage,” he
says. “Now is your time.”

When I take the field for
the final, against Japan, all
I’m thinking of is empty-
ing the tank, being the
hardest-working player. I
am not thinking of goals,
but in the third minute we

have a corner kick and the play is designed
for me to run onto a ground ball. It works
perfectly and I flick it hard into the corner.
I score again a few minutes later, and then,
not long after, I control the ball at midfield
and see the Japanese keeper off her line.
I decide to let it fly. The goal is one of the
greatest thrills I’ve ever had on a soccer
field. We go on to a 5–2 victory and I am
the only woman in World Cup history to
have a hat trick in the final.

Six months later I am honored as the
World Player of the Year at a gala in Zurich,
Switzerland. I share the night with Brian
and James, the man who saved my career.
I do not share it with my parents.

When my father had open-heart surgery,
nobody told me until well afterward. When
my sister got married, I was not invited.
I love my family and would like nothing
more than to reconcile with them. Nobody
has done more for me than my parents,
who devoted untold amounts of time and
money that allowed me to play the game
I love. It’s no exaggeration to say I never
would have gotten anywhere near a World
Cup, an Olympics or even the U.S. national
team without them. I have never forgotten
that, and I never will.

I have missed sharing all these things
with them, but I hope that will one day
change.

“When my father had open-heart surgery, nobody
told me until afterward. When my sister got married,

I WAS NOT INVITED.”
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“Price thoroughly explores 
    the football saga . . . 

but this is no mere sports 
story . . . [It] is really that 
of America’s Rust Belt 
in poignant miniature.”

—KIRKUS REVIEWS 
(starred review)

“Mind-blowing research and    
      gorgeous storytelling . . . 

With football as his lens, 
Price transports you to the glory days 

of an iconic American steel town, 
and envelops you in the saga 

of its ultimate demise.”
—JEANNE MARIE LASKAS, 

  New York Times bestselling author 
of Concussion
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“An evocative, wistful journey through decades of 
American struggle and achievement and loss.”

—  DAVID MARANISS, 
author of When Pride Still Mattered and Once in a Great City

“Playing Through the Whistle isn’t merely 
the history of an American town, 

but American history itself.”
—MARK KRIEGEL, author of Namath and Pistol

Aliquippa made the steel that built America, and made Mike Ditka, 
Tony Dorsett, and Darrelle Revis, too. From a Sports Illustrated 
senior writer, comes a moving epic of football and industrial America.





AROUND 3 P.M. EST on June 29, right before
the news struck like claps of thunder—or, in one
particular case, a bolt of Lightning—P.K. Subban
was sipping red wine and studying the dinner
menu at an upscale restaurant in Paris. North
of his off-season home, Steven Stamkos had just
teed off on the 15th hole at Goodwood Golf Club
in Stouffville, Ont., and judged that it was his
best drive of the summer. Across the continent, in
British Columbia, Shea Weber was busy catching
waves on the waters of Okanagan Lake. His cell-
phone, stashed away ashore, was starting to buzz.

Consider this: Had the NHL simply returned
to its usual summer rhythm after the Oilers dealt
winger Taylor Hall (the No. 1 pick in 2010) for
Devils defenseman Adam Larsson (No. 4 in ’11) at
3:34 p.m. (page 55), talking heads and fans would
have considered themselves well-fed. Instead, six
minutes before the hour, an even bigger block-
buster hit Twitter—Subban to Nashville, Weber
to Montreal, a straight-up swap of the league’s

two highest-paid defensemen, made even more intriguing by their divergent
playing styles and dispositions. “People said it was a hockey trade,” Subban
says. “I think it’s the furthest from that. I think it was a personality trade.”

Three minutes later word leaked that Stamkos had re-signed with
Tampa Bay for eight years and $68 million, far less than what he could
have reaped in free agency. Even Lightning teammates were stunned. “I
thought we lost him there for a while,” defenseman Anton Stralman says,
“just because it was dragging on for so long.”

The contract had actually been signed that morning, and Stamkos hit
the links to celebrate. But after that pristine drive on 15, he spent the rest of
the round fielding calls from his golf cart. “My phone was blowing up left,

T

Illustration by
Michael Byers
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right and center,” he says. “Some of it congratulating me. Some
of it, Hey, did you see the trades?” And suddenly, what began
as a merely buzz-worthy stretch had evolved into something
unforgettable—shocking on many levels, breathtaking in pace
and recoloring the NHL landscape in one midsummer day’s craze.

INS I DE T HE hotel restaurant near the
Eiffel Tower, P.K. Subban flashed the text to
his friend across the table. It was from Mon-
treal’s general manager, Marc Bergevin. “Call
me ASAP,” it read.

Three days earlier Subban had flown to Paris,
finally relieved of anxiety. The hum about po-
tential moves that had pervaded draft weekend
seemed to have subsided. The no-trade clause

on Subban’s contract would activate on July 1, at
which point he would be sailing on a yacht near

Dubrovnik, Croatia. “At the airport he could relax his
shoulders,” says Chris O’Sullivan, his dinner companion and

an Islanders pro scout. “Like he had weathered the storm.”
A 27-year-old bachelor, Subban would later liken his separation

from the Canadiens to a divorce after a long marriage, in which
the couple “traveled the world and did everything together” yet
still drifted apart. That was not how he felt about the city of
Montreal. There fans gushed over their All-Star blueliner and
biggest personality—for his stylish suits and fedoras; for how
the Toronto native learned passable French; for three straight
50-point seasons; for his charitable work, highlighted by his
foundation’s $10 million pledge to Montreal Children’s Hospital
in September 2015.

In August, when Subban guest-hosted a gala at the 34th annual
Just for Laughs showcase, the world’s largest comedy festival, two
unofficial records were set: most press credentials issued and
longest standing ovation, at more than two minutes. “Over the
past six years, almost every single person in this city has embraced
me with open arms,” he said to the Montreal crowd. “And the
ones who didn’t, well, those are the people that traded me, right?”

The best jokes are often rooted in painful truths, and indeed,
the relationship between Subban and the Canadiens had always
been . . . complicated. There was the contract holdout in 2013 and
the arbitration hearing two seasons later—clashes that a Subban
friend says “can leave a scar.” There was coach Michel Therrien’s
subdued advocacy of Subban for the ’14 Canadian Olympic team and
the team’s ban on the signature victory celebration he shared with
goalie Carey Price. (“Now I’m free to do as many triple-low-fives
as I want,” Subban told the Just for Laughs crowd.) In any mar-
ket, small or large, these issues would have drawn attention; in
Montreal they shot up like flares. Even the players’ nomination of
captain Max Pacioretty for the King Clancy Trophy, which honors
both “leadership qualities” and humanitarian contributions, was
spun as a slight against Subban and his $10 million donation. (For
his part, Subban said he voted for Pacioretty—“almost twice.”)

There was a disconnect on the ice, too. Consider last Feb. 17,
late in the third period of a tie game at Colorado. Subban car-

ried the puck just inside the blue line and
tried to round the corner on his backhand.
Instead, he lost possession and crashed
into the boards, gifting the Avalanche
an odd-man rush and the eventual win-
ning goal. Later Subban shrugged off the
error, seeing little wrong with his intent.
Therrien took an alternate view. Speaking
to reporters, he blasted the “selfish play
that cost us the game.” (The Canadiens
declined to make Bergevin, Therrien or
any team official available to comment
for this story.)

“It’s a fine line—wanting to be who you
are and accepting to play within the team
structure,” says Mathieu Darche, a for-
mer Habs teammate who remains close
to Subban. “I think it’s harsh to say that
Montreal didn’t embrace him. Montreal’s
just a very conservative organization.”

Stepping out of the restaurant, Subban
began making calls—first to his agent,
next to Bergevin, then to Therrien and
finally to Predators GM David Poile. In true
Subbanian form, he took time in between
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SWAP CULTURE
The trade that sent Subban (above)
to Nashville and Weber (left) to
Montreal suited each team’s needs.



to snap selfies with passing fans. He also
made three tourists the first outsiders to
learn the news. When they shouted, “Hey!
P.K.! Montreal!” he replied, “Not anymore.
I just got traded to Nashville!”

Subban would have fun with the un-
usual scene, quipping to reporters that
the deal had rudely interrupted his meal.
But internally he was racing through the
grieving process. “Probably 60 to 90 min-
utes was, S---, I’m not a Canadien any-
more,” O’Sullivan says. “Then it turned to
excitement for Nashville.” Before sitting
back down to dinner, Subban insisted on
tweeting a thank-you video to the Habs’
faithful, which O’Sullivan filmed in the
stairwell leading to the bathroom. The
next morning they flew to Croatia and
sailed into the Adriatic.

“I’ll never know the full reason of why
they traded me,” Subban says. “I don’t
really care, to be honest with you. I gave
anything I humanly possibly could to that
city, to that organization, while I was a
Montreal Canadien. And if that wasn’t
enough, what can I do? I’ll move forward.”

Reflecting on June 29, though, Sub-
ban has reached one conclusion. “I firmly
believe that if Nashville didn’t want to
trade Shea Weber,” he says, “I would not
have been traded.”

AS SUBBAN returned to dinner, Weber was
pulling the tarp over his Malibu Wakesetter. Until
that moment, he had zero reason to suspect life-
changing news was coming.

Since 2003, when the Predators drafted him
49th, Weber had become their most decorated
player and, in ’10, their captain. He made four
All-Star teams and won two Olympic golds with

Team Canada. His 44 power-play goals since ’11–12
are a dozen more than any other NHL defenseman’s.

“Shea’s been the image of that team for a long time,” says
Sabres defenseman Cody Franson, another British Columbia

native and childhood friend. “He’s brought that grit element, the
All-Star defenseman element, the tough-to-play-against element.”

This identity formed early. During youth hockey games against
Weber’s teams, fellow skaters would ask that Franson avoid pass-
ing to the big kid’s side: “I don’t want to go down his wall.” NHL
opponents share similar fears of the 6' 4", 236-pound Weber,
whom Team Canada and Maple Leafs coach Mike Babcock
recently gave a memorable tag: Man Mountain.

“A huge, huge part of keeping Nashville going in the right
direction—strong on and off the ice,” Poile says.

So unlike Subban, Weber awoke on June 29 without any hints
of the coming thunder. His contract didn’t carry a no-trade clause,
but security seemed baked in anyway. It had only been reinforced
eight days before, when Weber dined with one of Nashville’s
owners and the team’s CEO in Las Vegas while accepting the
NHL’s Mark Messier Award for leadership. Though the season
had ended in Game 7 of the second round—Weber finished –3 in
a 5–0 loss to the Sharks—the message was overwhelmingly posi-
tive. “They were singing his praises, saying how they were going
to spend more money and take a run,” says Shea’s father, James.
“The way it all fell into place probably picks at him a little bit.”

The words were not disingenuous at the time. Only later that
week, at the NHL draft in Buffalo, did Poile first approach Ber-
gevin. The Canadiens, reeling from a 28-point drop in the stand-
ings, were already trending toward a grittier identity, having
added winger Andrew Shaw. Now Poile dangled a three-time
Norris Trophy finalist known for physical defensive-zone cover-
age, cannonball slappers and a quiet-but-firm disposition that
harmonized with Montreal’s ethos in a way Subban’s never had.

The immediate posttrade reaction largely favored Nashville’s
haul, juxtaposing the 31-year-old Weber against his younger,
sleeker counterpart. “It’s a one-for-one trade, so you expect that,”
Weber says. “At the end of the day, we’re not the same people,
we’re not the same player. There’s no point in even comparing us.”

It’s the first Monday in September, and Weber sits in his stall
at Ottawa’s Canadian Tire Centre, where Team Canada is holding
its 2016 World Cup of Hockey training camp. (Subban was not
selected by Canada’s management group, which includes Bergevin.)
Weber remembers how quickly several new teammates called to
welcome him that day. A common theme emerged.

“You hear how excited these guys are,” Weber says. “You’ve
just got to realize that they want you.” Subban describes reaching
a similar emotional crossroads in those first hours, and in this
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way he and Weber aren’t so different; both were dealt to places
that desired their specific skills. This does, however, separate
them from another fellow Canadian, sitting across from Weber
in the locker room—the only main character from June 29 who
entered the next chapter of his life by simply staying put.

THE CLOSER JULY 1 came, the more signs of
stress Teddy Purcell saw, in that way only close
friends can. Distracted looks. Nervous ticks.
How his former Lightning teammate set early
bedtimes yet still awoke exhausted. The way
Steven Stamkos steered every conversation, no
matter the initial topic, back to hockey. “I don’t
want to say he wasn’t enjoying his summer, but

he was off, and reasonably so,” says Purcell, a
Kings forward. “Every day it was on his mind.”
Much of this was owed to the crescendoing pub-

lic clamor around it—Stamkos’s choice between staying
with Tampa and entering unrestricted free agency on July 1. In
2014, after LeBron James rejoined the Cavaliers, the Markham,
Ont., native started getting asked about a homecoming with the
Leafs, even though his contract wouldn’t expire for another two
years. Last December, during a game at the Air Canada Centre,
Toronto’s local TSN radio affiliate printed and distributed signs
reading sign stamkos. “Everybody had an opinion,” says Gary
Roberts, Stamkos’s off-season trainer and an ex-teammate, “and
I think he was working through those emotions.”

Some of the pressure, however, stemmed from Stamkos’s dis-
tinctive inability to, as Purcell puts it, “do anything half-assed.”
There are funny examples of this, such as how he preys on inex-
perienced fantasy owners in Tampa’s locker-room leagues. (“He
stole Mike Trout from me,” defenseman Victor Hedman laments.)
Or how he often wanders into the training room to peer over MRI
results or examine teammates getting stitches. “It’s an ongoing
joke—Dr. Stamkos is coming to check out your X-ray,” he says.

After fracturing his right leg by crashing into a goal post in
November 2013, Stamkos started YouTubing videos of tibial nail
insertions, watching footage of the surgery he would undergo.
“Gruesome stuff,” he says. Five games before the regular season
ended last April, doctors found blood clots between his collarbone
and uppermost rib, a condition known as effort thrombosis, which
can result from overworked shoulders. So while the Lightning
romped into the Eastern Conference finals, Stamkos was calling
doctors, studying surgical options, electing an aggressive venous
reconstruction that required longer recovery but would limit future
symptoms, and injecting himself twice a day with blood thinners.

Naturally, once the clots healed and Stamkos returned in a
season-ending Game 7 loss to Pittsburgh, he paid the same atten-
tion to what he calls “probably the biggest decision” of his life. He
met frequently with his agents, returning home with spreadsheets,
folders and a small black notebook filled with thoughts. “He’d write
down the pros and cons of everything,” says Purcell. “Weather.
Travel. Taxes. Chance to win. Who he’d fit in with. How’s the
power play? Who’s retiring soon? Who are the young guys? . . .”

“Nothing wrong with just getting as
much information as possible,” Stamkos
says. “When you get to that stage, you had
to make sure you had all your options open
if you were going to veer from that path.”

Indeed, staying seemed like the obvi-
ous choice. In the eight years since they
selected him with the No. 1 pick, the Light-
ning have become perennial contenders.
And even without him—their highest
goal scorer (36 in 2015–16) and power-play
triggerman (14 goals)—they finished one
win short of a second straight Stanley Cup
finals berth. “It’s right there,” Stamkos
says of the Cup. “You can taste it.”

But the longer his camp and Tampa GM
Steve Yzerman remained apart on terms,
the more change seemed inevitable. When
the free-agency interview period opened,
on June 25, the Sabres reportedly cast their
nets first. The next day the Leafs involved
Toronto mayor John Tory in their pitch.

Stamkos was torn. “Something would
come up, and he’d be like, I’m done, I’m
leaving,” Purcell says. “Then they’d circle
back.” That Stamkos settled for $8.5 mil-
lion annually, far below market value and
reportedly equal to the offer Yzerman made
in January, suggests that due diligence and
gut feeling tugged him back. “Sometimes,”
Purcell says, “the grass isn’t greener.”

STAMMER TIME
Re-signing their captain in

June, the Lightning solidified a
core that has gone to the last

two Eastern Conference finals.

Steven
Stamkos is

staying in TB.
#TSN

Bob McKenzie
@TSNBobMcKenzie

Follow



THE STRAW MAT on the front stoop
reads welcome, and sure enough the
door opens to reveal Subban, arms wide
and smiling. He’s wearing a black T-shirt
with a silhouette of his (metaphorically)
trademarked shoot-out-the-lights goal
celebration across the chest; on the back
is his (literally, in Canada) trademarked
slogan: change the game.

It’s a Wednesday, exactly 11 weeks
PST—Post Subban Trade—and his third
day living full-time in Tennessee. The
rental house, in the Nashville suburb of
Brentwood, is relatively empty, but a deco-
rator is coming tomorrow, and an 80-inch
flat-screen will be installed in the man
cave over the weekend. For now, Subban
has only the bare essentials—a juicer for
fresh fruits, a cooler for nice wine, a cow-
boy hat on the bedroom dresser.

“Dude, I’m telling you,” he says, “I’m
so excited about what we can do here
in this city.” Just ask the late-morning
patrons at Tootsie’s Orchid Lounge, an
iconic honky-tonk along the main drag,
who heard Subban sing Johnny Cash’s
“Folsom Prison Blues” on his first visit
as a Predator in July. Or the nighttime
crowd, in August, who heard him belt
Biggie. “I promise you, he’ll be singing
at the Grand Ole Opry next,” Darche says.

Like Weber and his new team, the
totality of Subban appears to fit in the
Music City. In Peter Laviolette’s system
he’ll be encouraged to lead rushes by carry-
ing the puck. Poile has hardly contained his
excitement. “There hasn’t been a game I’ve
ever seen P.K. play where I didn’t say wow
at some point,” he says. The love resonates

with Subban: “When a GM or coach says, ‘I’m not only confident
that we got better by bringing P.K. in, but I’m a fan of this player,
I’ve been a fan of this player.’ To hear that, it’s music to my ears.”

In mid-August, during Subban’s second trip to town, he and
members of his “team”—a marketing manager, business manager
and others—met with Predators staffers for two hours, batting
around ideas for charitable events and promotions. (One involves
the creation of P.K.-themed emojis.) It was a level of collaboration
Subban always wanted. “I never did that in Montreal,” he says.

He walks barefoot onto the back patio, plenty of room for the
hot tub he plans to purchase. It’s just one of many tasks, big and
small, that come with what he calls “by far the greatest change
of events in my life.” Install cable. Memorize the route to the
rink. Help Nashville past the conference semis for the first time
in team history. change the game for a market that’s never
had a sports star this radiant. Perform at the Grand Ole Opry.

For now, in the late-summer heat, Subban tilts his head back
and breathes in deeply. “It’s quiet,” he says. “It’s perfect.” June 29
was a long time ago. ±

HAVING SPENT SIX seasons
in Edmonton, including the first

two years as a teenager, Taylor Hall
was, suffice it to say, surprised.
The hockey world was caught off-
guard too by the trade that sent
Devils defenseman Adam Larsson
to the Oilers. The 24-year-old Hall
had been drafted first overall in
2010 with the assumption that
he would lead Edmonton back to
glory, even drawing comparisons to
legend Mark Messier. But instead
the team sank, finishing last in the
West in three of his six seasons
and second to last in two others.
In the process the Oilers received
the top pick in three more drafts
and ultimately found themselves
with a glut of high-end talent up
front but lacking support on the
blue line.

The trade to New Jersey
represents a fresh start for Hall,
away from the hockey spotlight of
Edmonton and out of the shadow
of 19-year-old center Connor
McDavid, the latest phenom
entrusted with reviving the Oilers.

Hall joins a Devils team that is in
need of an offensive boost. Long
defined by defense and stellar
goaltending, the Devils have
finished in the bottom five in goals
per game in each of the last four
years, and its 2.22 scoring average
was 30th in the NHL in 2015–16.
Hall, who has 132 goals and
328 points in his career, gives New
Jersey its first high-end offensive
threat since Ilya Kovalchuk,
who returned to Russia in ’13.
Expected to reunite on a line with
center Adam Henrique, a Windsor
Spitfires teammate with whom he
won back-to-back Memorial Cups
in the OHL, Hall could help propel
the Devils into the postseason and
remake the team’s image.

Gone are the days of the
infamous neutral zone trap,
designed to mire games into a
slow slog. Under second-year
coach John Hynes, New Jersey has
emphasized speed and creativity.
The new approach demanded a
new player, and Hall fits the bill.

—Jeremy Fuchs

Expected to return a storied franchise to glory,
Taylor Hall will be wearing a new jersey in New Jersey
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Montreal, thank you
for the incredible

support!!!! @PredsNHL
I’m excited about
the next chapter. 

Howdyyy, Let’s go!

P.K. Subban
@PKSubban1

Follow
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By the time the Lightning’s season ended in Game 7 of the
Eastern Conference finals, one of their top-pair defensemen
was recovering from a fractured fibula, their starting goalie
was shelved with strained ankle ligaments, and their captain
had just returned after missing eight weeks due to blood clots.
And yet, one more victory against the Penguins would have
put them in the Stanley Cup finals for the second straight year.

Here’s the scariest part: Not one skater who dressed for Game 7
left over the summer. Instead, center Steven Stamkos, forward Alex
Killorn and defenseman Victor Hedman all received whopping
extensions, as did netminder-of-the-future Andrei Vasilevskiy.

Injuries at critical times last spring were unfortunate speed
bumps (see: Stamkos’s blood clots, Bishop’s ankle and blueliner
Anton Stralman’s leg), but there is open road ahead. Winger Nikita
Kucherov, who edged out Stamkos for the team scoring lead with
66 points in 2015–16, is only 23, and Hedman, entering his eighth
season, should contend for the Norris Trophy. Says Stamkos, “This
team we have is built to consistently be in the mix.”

Giving the nod to Tampa is not to denigrate the Penguins, who
have everyone back from their championship roster except third-
pair defenseman Ben Lovejoy. As with the Lightning, there’s
a young goalie (Matt Murray) ready to support, if not unseat,
a proven veteran (Marc-André Fleury). And like Tampa, Pitts-
burgh has staggering offensive depth: Sidney Crosby, Evgeni
Malkin and Phil Kessel skated on three different lines, and will
likely continue to do so. Their consistency on the back end is
questionable, but coach Mike Sullivan’s system offers shelter.
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The Capitals remain stuck on the wwwrorongng
side of the second round, despite rompiining g toto
a league-best 120 points last season. MMiMinonorr
tweaks to their bottom six should helppp f foror--
tify their scoring depth, but with 10 cconon--
tracts expiring next summer, the urggegencncyy
of 2016–17 is clear. One of the potentntiaiall
departees is center Evgeny Kuznetstsovov,,
whose 77 points made him Washingggtoton’n’ss
first leading scorer of the Alex Oveccchkhkinin
era not named . . . Alex Ovechkin.

After posting the first 100-point seeaeasosonn
in franchise history and winning the AAAtltlanan--
tic Division with an upstart group off f kikidsds
and coots, the Panthers aren’t surpriisisiningg
anyone this season. Adding puck-mooovivingng
defensemen Jason Demers and KKeKeitithh
Yandle for a combined $67 million innn f frereee
agency narrowed the age gap somewwhwhatat,,
but five of Florida’s seven highest---papaidid
forwards are still 25 or younger.

Signing forwards Jason Chimera a andnd
P.A. Parenteau were savvy moves fooror t thehe
Islanders, but they don’t make up forr r lolos-s-
ing second- and third-leading scorerss s KyKylele
Okposo (64 points) and Frans Nieelelsesenn
(52 points) to free agency. Even wiithth a a
high shooting percentage (15.8%), BBrBrocockk
Nelson deserves credit for his 1.20 gggoaoalsls
per 60 even-strength minutes, thirdd d bebestst
in the league.

Two straight postseason whiffs hhahaveve
soured many of the Bruins’ faithful, buutut i it’t’ss
unlikely the streak will continue. Perpeeetutualal
pest Brad Marchand, playing with peererenen--
nial Selke finalist Patrice Bergeron, bbbrorokeke
out last season with 37 goals. The centeeeriringng
Davids (Krejci and Backes) strengthen nn BoBos-s-
ton’s middle six. Defensive depth remmmaiainsns
suspect, though, so goaltender Tuukka RRasaskk
needs to better last season’s .915 savee e peper-r-
centage, the lowest of his career.

Even if the Canadiens emerge onn n ththee
short end of the P.K. Subban–Shea WWWebeberer
deal, having the world’s best goalie shhhououldld
keep them in the mix. (Recall, Monnntrtreaeall
started 16-4-2 before Carey Price spraaainineded
his right MCL last Nov. 25.) Their 22525thth--
ranked power play (16.2%) needs workkk, , anandd
their decision to target Andrew Shawww ( (sisixx
years, $23.4 million) suggests a curiousss e em-m-
phasis on grit in today’s speed-first wwwororldld..
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i for Brassard and former Leafs captain
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h y erits a lineup ranked 26th or worse in
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H ix defensemen under 25 last season and
pe y ger Teuvo Teravainen from cap-crunched
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o istent goaltending (conference-worst

p g burst through a crowded playoff pack.
g g nger Kyle Okposo away from the Islanders
u y g xperience to the Sabres’ top six. Emerg-

i g lainen, 21, has been impressive on the
l p ng coach Dan Bylsma has the pedigree,

B y g on potential instead of production.
cq g p eft wing in Taylor Hall should quickly

i pr y ffense (2.22 goals per game, worst in
e g —shipping blueliner Adam Larsson to

m efense lacking talent. Criminally under-
r d g y der can only clean up so many messes.

ig p quickly for the Blue Jackets last year.
and Ryan Murray and forward Bran-

S pp or the North American under-23 team
h p ckey, but no notable additions joined
m n.
h p ennial season comes with little present-

y c , but certainly hope for a festive future.
p p ws will be a first-liner from Day One, and
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ly g ts; this team just needs time to cook. �
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LIGHTNING STRIKE
With 6' 6"
blueliner Hedman,
Tampa Bay is SI’s
pick to win the
Stanley Cup.
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Remember when Nashville leveraged a country music star’s mar-
riage to swing a big trade? Since he arrived from Ottawa in 2011,
newly appointed Predators captain Mike Fisher has seen his team
pull off even bigger deals for forwards Filip Forsberg, James Neal
and Ryan Johansen and defenseman P.K. Subban—acquisitions
good enough to quiet those lame Mr. Underwood jokes.

David Poile deserves credit: Not since George Costanza has
someone found so much success in doing the opposite. The GM
shipped away his franchise’s hallmarks—dependability, grit,
defense—and brought in undervalued players who sometimes
came with baggage. Give him your disgruntled, your unrefined,
your offensive geniuses yearning to breathe free.

The latest such swap—Subban, from Montreal, for defenseman
Shea Weber—will be a rare case of addition by both subtrac-
tion and addition. Most famous for his hits and heavy shot,
Weber didn’t fit a team that under coach Peter Laviolette asks
its blueliners to lead the rush. His contract put the Predators
in the awkward position of making their highest-paid player
the one who fit their team concept the least. Now with Subban,
a Norris Trophy winner who has averaged 54.7 points over the
last three seasons, the opposite is true.

The Stars provide a perfect foil for Nashville. Built on another
trade that took the starch out of the Bruins-Canadiens rivalry
(Loui Eriksson to Boston for Tyler Seguin, in 2013), Dallas’s for-
ward corps will be a torture test for the Preds’ blue line. While
some teams try to blend speed, grit and skill by playing bruisers
with stars, Dallas’s secret is having forwards, not lines, with all

three qualities. Winger Jamie Benn (6' 2",
210 pounds) has edged out Sidney Crosby
(5' 11", 200) and Patrick Kane (5' 11", 177)
for most points over the past two seasons
and could whup either.

Now the bad news for the Stars and the
Predators: The Blackhawks’ seemingly
annual salary-cap crisis wasn’t so bad this
year. While Chicago had to sacrifice prom-
ising young forward Teuvo Teravainen to
shed Bryan Bickell’s bloated contract, it
got a great deal on a former cap casualty,
defenseman Brian Campbell (one year,
$1.5 million cap hit), who was eager to re-
turn. The emergence of 2015 Rookie of the
Year Artemi Panarin (77 points) mitigates
the losses up front, though Chicago is still
thin down the middle, where Teravainen
had some experience.

As for the decade’s other quasi-dynasty,
the Kings figure to grind out another
100 points behind That ’70s Line of Jeff
Carter, Tanner Pearson and Tyler Toffoli,
hockey’s most punishing. With Pearson and
Toffoli, both 24, reaching their primes, this
unit may join the Stars’ Seguin, Benn and
Patrick Sharp in the 600 pounds–600 shots
club this season. L.A. stripped Dustin
Brown of his captaincy this off-season,
but as long as the percentage of the cap he
takes up (8.0%) is higher than his ratio of
shots that go in the net (5.0% in 2015–16),
the team will go through familiar scoring
droughts.

For the Blues, a team intent on making
smooth transitions—naming Mike Yeo
coach-in-waiting while Ken Hitchcock
mans the bench for one last campaign—it’ll
be rough replacing captain David Backes
(45 points) and Brian Elliott (.930 save
percentage). While Jake Allen becomes the
undisputed No. 1 in net, untested Carter
Hutton (career .910) will start games Elli-
ott otherwise would have. Unless their
lame-duck coach leads them to a strong
start, the long-rumored trade of pending
free-agent defenseman Kevin Shattenkirk
may be their best course of action.

By contrast, the Sharks are returning
essentially the same team that seized the
organization’s first Western Conference
title. But time is working against San Jose
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stars Joe Thornton and Patrick Marleau. Winning it all in their
final hurrah is a romantic notion, but the Sharks were a bubble
team last year (sixth in the West), and as mentioned, not much
has changed. Still, after years of playing the hapless favorite, the
underdog role suits San Jose.

In a summer of big moves, none helped a team more than the
Flames’ netting the Blues’ Elliott for a second-round pick. Last
year Calgary’s goalies had an .898 save percentage. In 181 games
in St. Louis, Elliott averaged .925. That would be an improvement
of roughly a goal per game over the course of a full season. They
won’t be that much better, but the Flames will compete.

If Anaheim felt so compelled to bring back someone from its
2007 Stanley Cup team, perhaps it should have tried to coax
Teemu Selanne out of retirement. Whatever you think of the job
Bruce Boudreau did behind the Ducks’ bench, new (and former)
coach Randy Carlyle hasn’t exactly put together a gleaming
postseason résumé since he was fired from Anaheim in ’11. Up-
and-coming defensemen Hampus Lindholm and Sami Vatanen
are great. But Scott Niedermayer and Chris Pronger, they ain’t.

Boudreau landed quickly in Minnesota, where his offensive
Midas touch figures to improve a team that ranked 18th last
season. Forwards Zach Parise and potential new linemate Eric
Staal can help each other prove they’re not steeply declining
in their early 30s. On the back end, Ryan Suter could use some
relief (28:36 TOI per game last year), but the Wild’s young blue-
liners need to play much better to let that happen.

Signing in Edmonton, hulking winger Milan Lucic has unof-
ficially been cast to play Dave Semenko in The Wayne Gretzky
Story, starring Connor McDavid. Lucic (55 points, 244 hits last
season) gives McDavid’s line a physical edge without sacrificing
too much skill. But even with newcomer Adam Larsson, the
Oilers’ defense could use more of both.

In other throwback news, it seems every 20 years or so, the Ava-
lanche benefit from Patrick Roy abruptly and publicly quitting his
job. A first line as talented as Colorado’s—Matt Duchene (No. 3 pick
in 2009), Gabriel Landeskog (No. 2 in ’11) and Nathan MacKinnon
(No. 1 in ’13)—deserves a coach committed to an aggressive system.

On a roster that’s had surprisingly little turnover since its move
to Winnipeg in 2011, No. 2 pick Patrik Laine adds much-needed
skill and flair. But a great season from him will only make it more
tempting for the Jets to tank for top-ranked prospect Nolan Patrick.

The Coyotes have a nice top line of Max Domi, Martin Hanzal
and Anthony Duclair. But how good can the team really be
when those three had the same number of combined points
last season (137) as the players Arizona is now paying to skate
elsewhere (Pavel Datsyuk, Mike Ribeiro and Antoine Vermette)?

Loui Eriksson looked great with fellow Swedes Daniel and
Henrik Sedin during the World Cup of Hockey. Indeed, Tre
Kronor faithful and prospect enthusiasts may enjoy watching
the Canucks. Vancouverites? Not so much. ±

PRED ALERT
After being traded
to Nashville last
January, Johansen
had 34 points in
42 games.
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THE 1985 NHL DRAFT was held at the Metro Convention
Centre in downtown Toronto, and everything had a real

hometown feel. The Maple Leafs owned the No. 1 pick. I considered
myself a pretty casual 18-year-old—mustache and mullet the dead
giveaways—and we never had much need to dress up back in
Saskatchewan. The suit I wore was probably my first—brown with
a clip-on tie for quick release. A bit different from today’s kids.

On June 24, 2016, I spent the first round at a restaurant next to
the Air Canada Centre, attending an event hosted by the Leafs,
who were picking first overall for just the second time. The place
was packed with fans watching the televisions, waiting to see
which player we’d choose—though we all knew it would be you.
From the moment Toronto won the lottery last April, there was
never any question. We paid close attention to your season in
Switzerland, when you had 46 points in 36 games against full-
time pros. Everyone knew you were the highest-rated prospect,
a teenager from Scottsdale, Ariz. So when the team called out
“Auston Matthews” at the draft in Buffalo, the whole bar erupted,
hugging and high-fiving as if the Leafs had just won in overtime.

That’s the greatest thing about Toronto fans—they want to be a
part of this story. These days I work as a community ambassador
for the team, still involved in a relationship that began more than
three decades ago. Being at the restaurant, watching you stride up
on stage, reminded me of my draft day, when right from the start
I felt welcomed into the family.

Many of your experiences will mirror what I went through.
You’ll be starting on a last-place team, just like I did. You’re going
to become the center of attention, simply because of where you
play. Media coverage has always been big in Toronto—the capital
of the hockey world. Even though they’re covering you locally,
every newspaper feels national. We were always critiqued at the
highest level, and quickly I learned there was no time, no room,
for a “poor me” attitude.

That lesson had been drilled into me as a child, growing up
on a farm in western Canada. At 10, I started driving tractors
and helping with household chores. By 16, I was planting crops—
wheat, barley, canola, peas and flax—around our 2,500-acre farm.
I helped raise cattle, too. Farming is unpredictable. You can put the
seeds in the ground and hope for no frost, no hailstorms and good

harvests, but the reality is you’re pulling
18-hour days, getting ready for the worst.
Farming teaches you to handle anything.

My rookie season presented several
tests. Entering training camp as the
Western Hockey League’s reigning
defenseman of the year, I walked into
the Toronto locker room on the first
day and looked at my name on the
board. left wing, it said, next to Russ
Courtnall and Gary Leeman. Not only
was I expected to learn the game as a
youngster at the highest level, I was also
switching positions.

On day two, I had my first fight.
Bob McGill was our tough guy, so he’d
probably seen the 253 penalty minutes I’d
posted during my last season in juniors.
I played physical, and I guess Bob was
thinking, I’m making sure I keep my job.
I’d say the bout ended in a draw.

Sometime after the season starts,
Auston, I’m sure we will meet up and
chat. But for now, here is my advice: Don’t
change your personality. If you try to be
something you’re not, you can’t keep that
up. It’s an act. I came into Toronto planning
to fight, score, hit and throw everything
I had at the challenge. Here’s who I am,
that’s how I play, take it or leave it.

Your whole first year is figuring out the
game and how to live—a real learning
curve. From laundry to cooking to your
daily routine, everything will stretch your
limits. It was the first time I had my own
vehicle, my own credit card. The first time
I received a paycheck.

But that rookie season was one of my
favorites. We were all so young that the
roster felt like a glorified junior team,
yet we rose from last place to the second
round of the Stanley Cup playoffs. As for
the pressure? I’ve always believed that
playing in Toronto is easier when you’re
younger. Experiencing attention like that,
you don’t know anything different. So
welcome everything in this city with open
arms, Auston. As a professional hockey
player, there’s no better place to be. I
should know. ±
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You’re going
to become

the
center of
attention,

simply
because of
where you

play. Media
coverage

has always
been big in

Toronto—the
capital of

the hockey
world.

Will Auston
Matthews ever
raise a Stanley
Cup in Toronto?

Join the
discussion on

Twitter by
using

#SIPointAfter
and following

@SI_NHL

POINT
AFTER

Dear Auston . . .
B Y W ENDEL CL A RK
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